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Introduction Chapter
Project Inspiration: Experience at Iwatayama

Before going to Kyoto, I remember my Japanese tutor telling me stories about the free
roaming monkeys (Japanese Macaques) that would lurk on rooftops and rummage through
garbage. The idea of such a rowdy unique presence right among human territory was such an
exciting idea to me; it must have been the thing I was most eager to witness in my trip to Japan.
At Kyoto Seika I asked around about the monkeys and found out that they lived in the
area but were not an everyday sight, unless one made some extra effort to go looking for them or
to track their movements through the surrounding woods in the mountains that enclosed the
valley.
About two weeks into the five-week trip it was arranged for our class to take a train and
boat ride in the western outskirts of Kyoto, arriving in Arashiyama. I remember someone on the
train mentioning that there was some sort of a monkey sanctuary there, and I kept asking around
if people were interested in going.
Eventually I convinced my fellow students Jemma, Rachel, and my Professor, Hoyt, to
join me in going to the Saruyama (monkey mountain). We arrived at the bottom of a mountain
and paid a small entrance fee to enter the path that led up the hill. We were given colorful maps
that depicted cartoon-like images of monkeys throughout the park alongside depictions of the
small monkey playground and hut at the peak where feeding is done. I remember we decided to
be adventurous and take the longer way up, and we were constantly on the lookout for monkeys
in the trees or ahead of us at every turn. However after a long period of no sightings, it was
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beginning to seem that no monkeys inhabited the land. One of the main selling points of the park
is that it was a “natural zoo” in that the monkeys were not enclosed in any sort of cage, but that
they were claimed to be “wild” and thus only stayed in the park of their own will (They stay
because of the food provided to them among other factors). Because of the fact that they were
not enclosed, we thought we would see more of them around, but on the trek up there was no
luck in spotting any. We laughed at the ironic warning signs that said not to stare at the monkeys,
considering we had come here for the very purpose of observing them. I pointed out that I wasn’t
sure if I was going to be able to resist staring at the macaques intently when we encountered
them.
Finally! As we came around a bend we saw a large monkey descending down the hill
straight toward us. It was simultaneously extremely exciting and terrifying. We continued on the
path trying not to look too much at it or get in its way. I kept saying to Hoyt that I wanted to stare
at it, and I took many quick glances at its face as it passed by. After about a twenty minute hike
up the hill, it was so exhilarating to witness the monkey walk right past us going about its
business, seemingly wild and living its life as if we were not present.
As we made our approach to the summit, we noticed many more of them sitting on a hill
feeding and lounging around grooming each other. In order to get to the top we ascended a set of
inlaid stone stairs that went right amongst the large troop sitting there. I almost felt as if it was
time to turn back. Seeing so many of them watching us, I got a feeling that we were invading
their territory. I was terrified at the discovery of this feeling of being in a location that was
certainly not ours; there is a unique tension that is felt as a result of being in the macaques’
jurisdiction. This unsettling feeling of lacking any semblance of control is horrifying, but it
simultaneously has a rather humbling effect which is actually quite exhilarating. We made it to
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the plateau and were met with a gorgeous view of the urban city below juxtaposed against the
completely foreign situation of being surrounded by monkeys. I saw a pair of monkeys screech
as they wrestled with each other and my fear grew. We went inside to a hut that was designed as
the feeding location, the idea being that the monkeys are less likely to randomly attack visitors if
they are used to being fed by people who are inside the caged in building. We bought a bag of
potatoes and fed the pieces to the many monkeys both young and old hanging on the fence
extending their arms inside in a begging manner. I remember marveling at the experience of
having a monkey take a piece of potato out of my hand using its human-like fingers. It was a
culmination of all that I had read about the similarities between us and other primates into a
personal experience that piqued my interest unlike anything else ever before. It was an
overwhelming moment to have confirmation of all my knowledge about our evolutions and
connections to all animals, which I will never forget.
Afterwards we went back outside the hut and treaded carefully, trying not to disturb the
busy monkeys as we silently observed. I then took a few nervous photos as well as a video. I
have an image of one monkey that was sitting on a bench that never ceases to amuse me. It was
extremely odd to see a monkey using a man-made object the way it was intended. Though it is
not surprising to see a monkey resting on something that raises it up, it was a very interesting
dynamic to see people standing around the bench as the monkey had taken ownership of it for
itself. What a rare sight to see: an animal being in a state of privilege over humans.
Soon we decided to head back down the mountain, and I remember feeling more and
more secure as we got closer to the bottom, back into human-lands. We discussed the story, “Into
the Wild” a novel about a boy who tried to live alone in the wild to escape society, on the way
down, and safely returned to the urban dwelling of Arashiyama. Almost immediately however, I
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began to feel a great desire to go back to visit the monkey park and experience yet again another
encounter like that, one that made me feel so alive.

My Motivating Position
In deciding the topic of my senior project, I felt it necessary to focus on a particular
aspect of Japanese culture, given my field of study. However I could not overcome my desire to
broaden the study to include more animals other than the human animal that is at the core of
anthropology (obviously true given that this field anthropology, is the study of human beings). I
was delighted to discover that the developing field of human-animal studies could be
incorporated into ethnographic research in what is called cross-species or multispecies
ethnography.
Animals have always fascinated me for as long as I can remember. Defining the word
“animal” and other similarly loaded words such as “environment” and “nature” could be the
basis for a whole other project. For the sake of this discussion I will define this term by tis
common use as “animal” meaning non-human living creatures. This definition is based upon the
unfortunate anthropocentric ideology that considers “nature” as an “other” to human existence.
When I was a child, without much knowledge of such definitions or concerns, I already
enjoyed a great amount of time spent observing other life, whether it be human or not. I often
would pretend to put myself in the mind of an animal and imitated his or her precise movements
and actions. Although the idea of even being able to conceive of the experience of another
species is inherently anthropomorphizing in execution, to a young curious mind such notions
would seem irrelevant. As a young human seeking to understand other life, I saw and imagined
others just for what they were, observing without any (or much less than the average adult)
culturally and experientially induced judgments or inhibitions. While often this lack of deep
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consideration led to what might be considered a “pure” connection with other life, sometimes it
led to a sort of instinctual desire to exert dominance. I remember various occasions in which I
without reason took it upon myself to end the lives of other animals. Perhaps the underlying
cause behind such violence was fear. As all life fights to survive, fear is one of the most basic
instincts of living things, acting as a defense mechanism. I specifically recall times when I would
intentionally stomp all over ants on my backyard patio or smash them with a plastic shovel when
playing inside a sandbox. Retrospectively, the ants posed no threat to my life, but as a small boy
the sight of dozens of little insects skittering around my feet must have made me feel threatened.
It is certainly a testament to the power of fear that many of our interactions with animals can be
explained by its influence. At the time I rarely gave a second thought as to whether or not such
an action was ethical. However upon growing up and learning more and more through
experience in life, looking back at such actions from a theoretical perspective has become
endlessly intriguing.
Considering the treatment of other life in terms of morality is of course a human
construct, and while it is not necessarily the focus of this study, ethics play a role as a jumping
point into understanding the relationship between human and animal. It was the introduction to
ideas of what was right or wrong that led me to look back on all the times spent around other life.
I eventually felt wrong for having needlessly killed other life, when I had begun to perceive all
life as equally deserving of existence. While no absolute judgment can be passed as to the truth
in such an idea, it allowed me to begin considering other life as more than just something of
entertainment value but rather as life that could be constructively considered to have its own
unique subjective perspective on the world and its relation to other animals.
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The primary intention and motivation for this study does not lie in the definition of
universal or even culturally based animal rights, but rather in developing a further understanding
of the connection and interactions between human and animal. My desire to understand such
things might stem from my intense desire to acknowledge all life around me, whether it is human
or animal. I find that I obsessively devote attention to documenting and mind mapping every
animal and human I encounter. I think that since I am a shy and introverted person, I try to
connect with others via vicarious consideration and empathy into what it would be like to live as
something or someone else. I believe that these tendencies allow me to more effortlessly forget
my own existence and immerse myself into the experience of being another.
I have always been envious of animals other than us because they make so much sense to
me in a way that humans rarely do. In observing animals, they come across as living simple
lives; lives that are anchored in the realm of reality. In my mind this has always contrasted with
the constructed worlds that humans have made given our copious free time and security. When I
see a squirrel or a bird foraging as I walk to class or work, it is difficult to reconcile in my mind
the life of survival against a life of constructed meaning. It is difficult to validate and even to
maintain motivation in my lifestyle when survival seems to be the only thing that could truly
matter if life is what I seek. It is not the human being that does not make sense, but the ways in
which it has arbitrarily structured its life that baffles me.
Due to this way of thinking, it has of course been detrimental to me as I have worked on
this project. Too often do these ideas of arbitrary structure get in the way of finding inspiration to
continue with my work. Furthermore constantly thinking about animals causes my usually latent
depersonalization to be brought out, as I am forced to constantly confront the fact that I have
always had difficulty accepting, that I am a human. I would argue that studying animals in this
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immersive way certainly can have a negative effect on the observer in terms of being able to
function in human society. Nevertheless, it is this state of thought that had to be reached in order
to engage and conduct research in the manner imagined. In the end, producing this work and a
subsequent performance response will have been fulfilling in its own right for being personally
engaging on all levels.
As a result, no study is more pertinent to my own interests than a look at something that I
would consider a large part of my daily thoughts and mindset: the relationship between human
and animal.

Subjective Agents: The Informant Monkeys
In order to understand the research and work of this project, a general vision must be
provided to explain the animals that are central to my methods and discourse. The two main
groups explored in the project are humans and the Japanese Macaque. Since a basic
understanding of humans is inherent to existing as one among others, a deep description of the
monkeys should prove to be much more useful.
The parks I visited for my research were all home to the Japanese Macaque native to the
region. This is the only species of monkey extant at the parks, and they represent the only native
non-human primate species living in Japan. They are known by many names, Japanese Monkey,
Japanese Macaque, Snow Monkey, and the scientific name macaca fuscata. This species can
technically be broken into two subspecies as there is a group of them living on Yakushima Island
which is considered different enough to be a subspecies called the Yakushima Macaque or
macaca fuscata yakui. This group was not studied for my research, instead only the macaca
fuscata residents of Honshu, Shikoku, and Kyushu.
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The Japanese Macaques are classified as old-world monkeys and also can be credited as
the primates who are able to live farthest to the north and in the coldest environments, other than
humans. They live in troops which consist of generally 20-100 members. All of the troops I saw
were on the larger end; probably result of the fact that these are all troops that are regularly
provisioned food by humans. Social organization is extremely important to this species, as clear
hierarchies are present among all troops. Communication between different members via
grooming, sex, and disciplinary action is integral to defining the relationships in macaque
societies. By living according to a society it allows for the troop to act via the quick decisions of
a leader. As expressed in the book Primates from the Life Nature Library, social order is an
adaptation seen in macaques that helps keep the troop alive.
“They, move in apparent disregard of the lesser monkeys who scatter at their
approach. For to obstruct the path of a dominant male or even to venture, when
unwelcome, too near to him is an act of defiance, and macaques learn young that
such a challenge will draw a heavy punishment.” (Eimerl, 106, 1965)
“Much as humans gather in conversation groups, these monkeys gather in
grooming groups. The same function is served – the maintenance of friendly
social relations.” (Eimerl, 107, 1965)
There are extremely complicated social orders and relationships developed among Japanese
macaque populations, and primatologists devote much time to recording all the intricate details
and dynamics. Grooming is such an important factor for the Japanese macaques that they spend
nearly a third of their time every day grooming each other.
These monkeys are small relative to humans, with adults generally reaching between 4060 centimeters tall. They have a very short tail that appears to only be a tuft of fur. They have
brown or gray fur and their skin changes from pale brown to a bright red color as they age. This
color emergence is due to blood flow and is prominently visible on their face and posterior. Their
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red face is one of their most recognizable features, and often is the cause for many people to find
that they look scary at first impression or to believe that they appear angry.
They are diurnal like us, and spend time both in and out of trees. Females tend to spend
more time in the trees, though both sexes will spend a large amount of time on the ground
gathering food. Their diet varies depending on the location and season, but generally they eat
grains, fruits, and invertebrates. Plant matter serves as the primary staple of their diet, but certain
insects are thought to be considered a delicacy to them as well. They have a lifespan which
averages between 20-30 years.
They are quite an active species and are rarely seen sitting around for long periods of
time unless grooming or resting. The Japanese macaques are considered especially intelligent
and are known to clean their food. Different behaviors and examples are recorded of ways in
which they express intelligence or show signs of developed culture among their societies, but a
look into these requires an inspection of the Japanese macaques as individuals rather than from
the perspective of a species overview.
While a broad scientific description of the species is useful to establish a general image
of the studied animal, it is important to realize its limits. Merely a generalized mean of
representation which sums up the actions of many based on what is most common. Through the
explorations of this project, each monkey is approached as an individual with agency. Through
these methods it becomes clear that animals act in ways which defy our expectations or
knowledge. Just as inclusively summarizing the human species is nearly impossible, the same is
seen to hold true with non-human animals. As such, it becomes necessary to elaborate on not just
the intent of this project, but the specific methods utilized to achieve its goals.
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Personal Approach and Involvement
The methods enacted in gathering fieldwork and general approach to this project are
varied and have evolved over time just as any work in progress does. I conducted my fieldwork
on sight at monkey parks and zoos in Japan, with a specific goal of observing the monkeys and
people as unique subjects with distinct “personalities.” In doing so, I found that more often than
not I was pleasantly surprised by how easy it became to observe each macaque as an individual.
Just as B.K. Alexander who wrote the article “Parental Behavior of Adult Male Japanese
Monkeys” and my experience supports, these monkeys develop their own cultures. Especially in
provisioned environments where free time grows, “Since male parental behaviors were only
observed in certain troops, it was suggested that they might be a cultural rather than a speciestypical adaptation” (Alexander, 270, 1970). I was studying monkeys in search of evidence as to
their subjectivity and such diverse adaptations served to express them.
In conducting such research many new questions began to surface. As I spent a great
deal of time either observing or thinking about animals, the project developed into a huge
personal investment which came to govern all of my thoughts. It became clear to me that I could
no longer complete this project without addressing my philosophical questions which were and
are always wrestling inside me.
As a result I decided to take advantage of my passion take on my deep seeded questions
full force with the idea that it would only strengthen my argument and project in the long run to
engage in the subject matter holistically and from all aspects. Due to this inclusion of
philosophical questioning into my work, the example of the Japanese macaque became my
tangible example in a sea of philosophical wonderings. From this thinking my project has shifted
its priorities from original conceptions towards a study that is more concerned with engaging
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animals as a whole in relation to humans rather than only considering just one species. Hopefully
a balance between broad and specific will be instrumental in facilitating a productive discourse. I
believe that the inclusion of multiple disciplines of thinking into the project has only been
helpful in providing legitimacy to an idea which might be considered radical. Furthermore in
continuation of this method of engagement I have decided that since learning is something
achieved through all means of experience; writing a project is only one way to express my ideas.
Therefore in addendum to this written senior project I have decided to produce a performance
which will serve as a form of expression that engages the questions of this project through
physical and visceral exploration.

Human-Animal Relations Broadly Conceived
Approaching something from within the framework of human-animal relations ostensibly
reinforces the barrier between human and animal, but examining cross species interactions can
serve to reduce the measuring of animals against a human norm. We can illustrate the subjective
experience of the life of an animal through observing its own volition. Subsequently an analysis
can be conducted to understand how all perspectives merge together into a shared existence.
Recent attention to the field of human-animal studies can be attributed to ethical questions
regarding treatment of animals, though this issue is by no means the driving goal behind this type
of research.
The study of human-animal relations allows for a deconstruction of the complex
classifications and orders stemming from the human desire to control or take care, in a pastoral
sense, of nature. Much of the purpose behind human-animal studies descends from a desire to
wrestle with anthropocentrism in an attempt to acknowledge the subjectivity of all life from
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perspectives not centered on humans. In the first chapter of Animal Spaces, Beastly Places the
counterintuitive nature of such a philosophy is expressed, “discourses contain within them a
definite imaginative geography serving to position ‘them’ (animals) relative to ‘us’ (humans)”
(Philo, 10). Essentially the study of human-animal relations intends to move away from arbitrary
distancing of human as superior. The intent is not necessarily to assert that such a belief is wrong,
but rather that it gets in the way of developing a better understanding of how and why all life
coexists. Nor is it a goal to place animals on an equal platform with humans, as developing such
rankings would still represent ideas centered on the human experience.
Another key concept addressed through this field is anthropomorphism. It is easy to
critique anthropomorphism as foolish for ascribing human attributes onto animals, denying
respect of an animal’s supposed difference. However assuming that there is too wide a gap
between human and non-human to make any connections once again represents anthropocentric
views. To dismiss speculation of animal attributes in relation to humans entirely reinforces manmade divisions. However anthropomorphism certainly can be dangerous and is in a way an
absolute, as such it can only serve as a tool towards better understanding. This restrained
approach succinctly put by Philo “humans and animals may not be so completely different after
all… the option is instead raised of a measured, hesitant and reflected-upon form of
anthropomorphism” (19). Given that human-animal studies attempts to express the agency of the
animal within its interactions among humans, through observation some inferences will be made
about how certain situations are perceived by an animal’s mind. In writing of such occurrences,
assumptions are being made on both the part of the human and the non-human. It can be argued
that an animal’s lack of ability to communicate with a human means assuming things about them
has no legitimate basis. But in the end attempts must be made to reconcile the external actions
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observed, with one’s internal assumptions. This approach is certainly easier to take on with a
study of non-human primates, given their obvious similarities.
Taking this field into anthropology theory brought about unique research techniques. The
term being given to the product of this new technique is “Multispecies Ethnography”. As
ethnographies before have shed light on human assumptions and fought socially constructed
barriers, so too do multispecies ethnographies seek to achieve on broader terms. The past
achievements of ethnographies give inspiration for multispecies ethnography, as pointed out in
the article “The Emergence of Multispecies Ethnography” by S. Eben Kirksey and Stefan
Helmreich, “cultural anthropologists worked to denaturalize intrahuman differences” (Kirksey,
550). By moving ethnographic examination from not only humans, but to their connection with
other animals, perhaps we can naturalize human animal similarities, or at the least question the
legitimacy of barriers assigned between human, animal, and nature. As the quote alludes,
anthropology is at its best when it causes the development of a new perspective or for common
social constructions to be questioned.
As the multispecies ethnography has grown over the past decade it has come to be
defined by its recognition of animals as having active roles in their relationship with humans,
moving beyond and intentionally away from, a look at animals for purely self reflection. Nonhuman primates epitomize the potential of this process, given their similarity to humans; it is
easier to understand their subjectivity.
In the same article by Kirksey, it is pointed out that “Animals may act as anthropologists
themselves, studying the behavior of humans who feed, shepherd, and breed them… captive apes
have come to know the personalities and hierarchies of their human keepers” (Kirksey, 552).
This statement is odd in assigning the idea that animals can also study us. There is much
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complexity involved in this theory; but it cannot be denied that a return gaze is present. Whether
or not animals actually study their keepers, the quote develops a useful lens from which to
understand how multispecies ethnography can attempt to bring new perspectives. The fact that
such ideas can emerge from the process is indicative of why the work multispecies ethnographies
is important. This idea refers back to one of the key difficulties that anthropologists face in doing
multispecies ethnographies; the problem of how one properly speaks for an animal. Certainly this
is one of the most easily critiqued aspects of such an endeavor, it does not require deep thought
to say that no human could have the capability to understand what is truly going on inside the
mind of an animal. The fact that such a vehement commentary stands against understanding the
experience of an animal further acknowledges the extent to which humans think of themselves as
exceptions. It is a human centric view to assume that since animals cannot speak our language
that there is no other way for them to communicate their feelings in a way we can understand.
Can we not learn much about an animal’s disposition by observing its gestures and expressions?
Of course, on a daily basis people guess at the thoughts of each other based only on silent
observation. It is a stretch to claim that someone could understand an animal just as well as any
human, but that does not necessarily mean that such explorations are pointless. While the
inherent goals of multispecies ethnography involve developing the perspective of the nonhuman;
it is encouraged that this is just a stepping stone to deeper analysis of why we group life into
such classifications. In the article by S. Eben Kirksey Eduardo Kohn is quoted discussing the
intricacies available in multispecies ethnography:
“The goal in multi-species ethnography should not just be to give voice, agency or
subjectivity to the nonhuman-to recognize them as others…but to force us to
radically rethink these categories of our analysis as they pertain to all beings”
(Kirksey, 563).
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With so many questions at the heart of this field, it is clear that this relatively new method
encompasses many aspects of anthropology along with an inclusion of biological evidence to
support otherwise unfounded explanations of direct connections or similarities between animals
and humans. Certainly to gain a holistic perspective with regards to the process of such research,
many disciplines deserve consultation. In terms of culture, the way in which people treat and
perceive another animal can be telling. A multispecies ethnography can help understand the role
that animals play in human societies and vice versa. With this method of ethnography applied in
Japanese monkey parks, a modern understanding of Japanese perspectives on nature and animals,
specifically the Japanese macaque will be achieved. Within such research the boundary or lack
thereof between wild and domestic will be addressed. Furthermore a look at the unique bonds
between these two species that takes into account the lifestyle of not just humans, but also nonhuman primates will ultimately be presented.

Japanese Perspectives on Nature and Animals
To contextualize the project, it is necessary to explain the state of culture and nature in
Japan. In thinking about Japan’s relation to nature, ideas of harmony and balance are
immediately evoked. However when physically explored first hand, it is seen that in many cases
much of Japan’s relationship with nature can be defined by imposed control and order. Certainly
the cultural perspectives change over time, and of course the population as a whole never could
be considered unified in their conception of the divide between human and non-human.
Nevertheless, without a doubt the prominent philosophies of Buddhism and Shintoism in Japan
have played and continue to play an important role in determining environmental relations. As
David Shaner suggests in his article “The Japanese Experience of Nature,” “The Japanese
philosophical tradition is thus filled with terminology that connotes this basic ecocentric
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orientation” (Callicot, 165, 1989). Buddhism contains various philosophies that stress the
interconnection of all life, while Shintoism often expresses the idea of a spirit being inside of
everything. Both ideologies affect the Japanese outlook on humanity’s part to play in nature.
There is a striking image of Japan as being both simultaneously in tune with nature while also
being on the cutting edge in terms of technological advancement. It is a duality that doesn’t seem
to make much sense ostensibly, there certainly is great difference between urban and rural Japan.
This is not something which the Japanese necessarily as a duality or in contradiction. The line
between man and nature is not as defined in Japan; a much more fluid image exists. While
technology and urban sprawl are typical images of Japan, this scene is justified as necessary for
society and always respectful in respecting the power of nature over humanity. Japan is a society
which flourishes and is built on assimilation and adaptation of many different ideas. Just as
religion is rather syncretic in Japan, so too is nature understood more holistically when compared
with other cultures. Human society is not seen as in complete opposition to nature, it is a
reciprocal relationship in which humans are thought to affect and serve nature just as much as it
provides for them.
Another aspect of Japan’s relationship with nature lies in the desire to create order amidst
unpredictability. From a look at traditional Japanese garden techniques with their meticulously
precise designs to artificial rivers made out of irrigation canals, there is a strong pastoral sense
evoked by the way the Japanese cultivate nature to fit an aesthetic of natural perfection. This is in
contrast to much pervasive thought in many western cultures where nature is fetishized for its
stark juxtaposition as a chaotic world in opposition to the supposed order of humanity.
Particularly worthwhile to this study is the strong sense of shared community effort in
Japan. Ohnuki-Tierney writes in her book The Monkey as Mirror about this rather utilitarian
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aspect in society that is characteristic of Japan: “the self is never constant; it changes depending
upon the specific other” (Ohnuki-Tierney, 23). She goes on to describe how people will always
make decisions based upon who they are with and always with consideration to the greatest good.
Furthermore this is seen as a clear metaphor between the Japanese macaques and humans, the
macaques are known to function in a similar manner in that they will always act differently in the
presence of other monkeys based on their hierarchy within the troupe.
Monkeys have long been a symbol on the cusp of the barrier of human and nature. Due to
their similarities with humans, they long have been the scapegoat onto which negative aspects of
humanity have been ascribed. It thus is intriguing to consider the history of macaques performing
as clown-like figures. While such performances still occur to this day, it is interesting to consider
that due to the recent predominance of scientific objectivity, perhaps the conceptions and reasons
of what makes a monkey the “little brother” of people have transformed in Japan. As the
examinations of animals now favors empirical evidence, there is increasing merit in thinking of
them as more than just a mirror of humans. Given the history of the macaque as a prominent
symbol in Japan, how much can conceptions of the anthropomorphized osaru-san be affected by
the experience of witnessing them in their “natural” environment, in which they are theoretically
wild and not dependent upon human will?

Project Structure
In this project, I present a multispecies ethnography documenting the relationship
between the Japanese macaques and the people they interact with in monkey parks (also called
“natural zoos”). Through observation at the parks and interviews with visitors as well as keepers
of the parks, I develop a detailed account of the different dynamics at play in these parks.
Furthermore my intent is to engage the philosophical questions raised throughout this chapter
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based on the results I gathered. By exploring these issues through my observations I hope that a
unique perspective upon current conceptions of nature in Japan will emerge. Broadly speaking,
the ethnographic account will stand as a concrete experience with specific evidence from which
to address far-reaching questions concerning human-animal relations as a whole. This will be
achieved by a logical development of ideas throughout the project. The first chapter will recount
my experiences and observations of the monkey parks visited in chronological order. The second
chapter will detail my experience of visiting two zoos, and will start a deep engagement with the
project’s underlying philosophical questions. Due to the complex situation of animals in
captivity at zoos, examples will be used to sites for rigorous analysis into the state of humananimal relations. Following the end of the first two observation-based chapters, the third chapter
will focus on an examination of the Japanese macaques and their representations in both the
parks and zoos. This will serve as a lens through which to engage with and understand the ways
in which animals are conceived anthropocentrically. The exploration will also address
anthropomorphism and consider the cultural and philosophical consequences of such conceptions.
Finally there will be a concluding chapter devoted to analyzing the validity and prevalence of the
notion of subjectivity in animals by reflecting on my own experiences and those of other
researchers. Furthermore this chapter will be utilized as a ground to review and engage with the
key questions at the heart of the project. As this project embraces an interdisciplinary orientation,
a creative writing piece stands as an epilogue that responds to and evokes the project’s intentions
through a more visceral approach.
The project seeks to engage questions of what it means to be animal through all aspects
of experience. The philosophical questions and consequences surrounding this research play an
integral role in the project. Since they are at the core of the argument, they must be engaged
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frequently throughout the text. The project stands to display a particular culturally and
temporally placed relationship. But it is equally engaged in an examination of the deeper
questions inherent in the human-animal relationship, while simultaneously remaining self-aware
of the repercussions of conducting such research The lines of human and animal become blurred
as individuality will be shown like many distinctions made before, to be by no means a human
exclusive feature.
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Chapter 2
Monkey Park Field Experience
Monkey Parks
Monkey parks are found throughout Japan, most of them being found in the central
region of Honshu as well as in the islands located to the south of Honshu. They have different
ways of being described in Japanese; words used include “saruyama (猿山)”, “shizen
doubutsuen（自然動物園）”, and a katakana word “monkii paaku（モンキーパーク）.”
These translate to “monkey mountain”, “natural zoo”, and of course “monkey park” respectively.
All of these names used to describe the locations are apt, and the fact that the names are different
yet are all applicable, hints at the unique nature of these places that sets them apart from other
animal habitats. All three of the words used to distinguish location “mountain”, “zoo” and “park”
create images of entirely different scenes. The word “mountain” is used because these monkey
parks are generally at the top of mountains or on a plateau within a mountain range. The idea that
the land belongs to the monkeys conveys the manner in which the monkeys are given much
freedom to live as they normally would on any mountain they inhabit. Visitors are meant to be
given a sense of entering into a carefully overseen land where monkeys live free. The free
lifestyle given to the macaques of the monkey park is one of the most fascinating aspects that
truly piqued my interest in returning for research.
The apparent ownership and stake that the monkeys had over the park I visited for the
first time, was a completely new sight to behold. The first time I ascended to the plateau of the
park in Arashiyama, I understood why it is sometimes called a monkey mountain. Venturing into
one, a visitor will be caught off guard when they first find themselves to be entirely surrounded
by monkeys. They live according to their own society in tandem with that of the people who pass
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through. While the interactions are numerous and have impact, many seem to be generally
uninterested in our world. While a location of clear multi-species interaction, each species for the
most part still manage to maintain their unique societies and cultures. The name implies the
thought that the land is literally owned by the monkeys and venturing up into it means going into
pure monkey habitat. This idea is partially true, but of course the monkeys could not be
considered completely untouched and “wild”. However this choice of words points to a key
feature unique to these monkey parks of Japan that is different from other framed or constructed
habitats that humans visit to observe animals. Technically the monkeys are not contained at the
parks, and can leave of their own accord if they so choose. They gather at these plateaus by their
personal volition, although it is worth noting that a major reason they would stay in such an
environment is the easy access to food that the humans have supplied to them on a regular basis
for an extended period of time. As such these parks represent a unique experience of humananimal coexistence in which both livelihoods are almost entirely uninhibited in terms of
maintaining agency. The monkeys clearly have a stake in possession and control over these parks,
and they play a cooperative role in making the park work. It is the human presence in these
environments which could be considered intrusion.
The idea of calling these places natural zoos is also a fitting description for a different
aspect of Japanese monkey parks. They are like zoos in the sense that from a human standpoint
these parks represent a location in which animals are guaranteed to be present, and in abundance
within a small yet uncontained area where they can be reliably observed as “specimens”. But
they are at the same time “natural” because there are no physical constraints formally forcing the
monkeys to stay at the parks. There is no barrier between the parks and the rest of the world; the
transition from human civilization to monkey territory is seamless. Just as wild monkeys live up
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in the hills and come down to towns in search of food, the park monkeys too transcend barriers;
these barriers being both tangible and intangible. Besides the obvious lack of physical separation
at the parks, the monkeys cross between barriers of what constitutes wild or domestic, as well as
blurring the line between human and animal. Just as zoos serve as places where animals are
living in an environment from which humans can easily observe and study them, so too are the
parks. However, at monkey parks, observation is an explicitly mutual process; there are always
many monkeys around so observation is easy, but there are no separations and thus observation
of the monkeys requires a sacrifice to one’s security. In order to see these monkeys, one must
take some risk and let go of any sense of control. It is unsettling to engage with monkeys on
balanced terms where they stand as active beings entering our world just as we enter theirs.
Being in the presence of them brings about a sense of scale and mortality often forgotten when
caught up in the routine world of human society.
Finally, the term that is used most often, monkey park, can be used to emphasize the way
in which these locations represent an idea of the animal living in a undisturbed manner. The
word park can be thought of for its various meanings, as a designated representative of the
natural world, and also as a place for play. Both of these accurately portray the environment
present at the various monkey parks in Japan. It is a lively environment for the monkeys and
their energy then spreads to the people who become engaged and entranced in witnessing such
extraordinarily similar life. Their playfulness and constant busy nature stands as a stark reflection
of unrestrained life in contrast to our heavily-structured and constantly inhibited world.
Essentially monkey parks are unique opportunities that allow for people to witness the
Japanese macaques inhabiting their natural habitats with minimal artificial (human-made)
barriers. They represent a unique type of experience where one can engage with free roaming
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animals, mediated in unconventional ways. Park employees, who keep the area clean and
inviting to guests, but who for the most part do not intentionally interfere with and respect the
monkeys’ societies, maintain these locations. The provisioning of food to the monkeys is the
main factor that blurs the line of wildness for the monkeys; they certainly behave differently as a
result of becoming accustomed to such feeding practices. Unlike “safari” tours experienced from
a car or at a zoo from the other side of a glass, Japanese monkey parks are special sites where
people come to interact with animals in a way unlike any other. The risk involved with such
unbarred interaction can be exhilarating and humbling to undertake from a human perspective.
For the monkeys they are engaging with in a unique setting where people must approach them on
equal footing and in shared lands. The rare feeling one endures when in the company of an entire
monkey troop is quite humbling. Spending time in the company of animals who live seemingly
simple lives in comparison, allows one to put their own mortality and physicality in perspective
with the universe. It is for this purpose that Japanese monkey parks present a unique setting
through which to consider the human-animal boundary.

Site Descriptions
I visited four different monkey parks during my research, as well as two zoos and a forest
that Japanese macaques are known to inhabit. Two of the parks are located on the main island
Honshu, one on Shikoku, and another on Kyushu. Both of the Zoos are on Honshu, one in Osaka
and the other in Tokyo. The forest is on the northwestern outskirts of Osaka.
Before going into detail about my field observations in the monkey parks, it is important
that I give a disclaimer about difference between individual animals. Just as any argument ends
up, there will be points of contradiction. But it is with awareness that these contradictions are
made, the very fact that there will be contradictory experiences accounted with the monkeys is
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telling to the complexity behind the situations. Every monkey acted differently, and because of
this there is will be points of contradiction in the noted behaviors of the animals. In reading my
descriptions it is important to keep this in mind.

Arashiyama Observations
The first park I visited was where my inspiration began, Iwatayama Monkey Park in
Arashiyama. It is located on the western outskirts of Kyoto city; and is a short fifteen minute
walk up a mountain from the entrance to reach the plateau where the monkeys gather. The city
is visible from the landing, and a single troop consisting of about 130 monkeys were living there
at my time of visit.
As I first made my approach up the mountain, the first monkey I saw was on its own
pretty far down the mountain close to the entrance. It was quite surprising to see one so far down
and separate from the troop. I wondered whether this one was perhaps a more solitary individual,
or if it had been in a state of exile from the troop. Being my first time back in a monkey park
since the summer before, I was once again scared and tried to avoid eye contact with the monkey
as much as possible. It looked over at me and I got the sense that it was beginning to feel
threatened, so I continued on. As I got closer to the peak of the mountain I noticed many of them
hanging out in the trees, watching people approach. Seeing eye to eye with them was an
unforgettable experience, and it feels strange to know that your presence is affecting them just as
much as their presence is affecting you. While their interest in people seems limited, it is clear
nonetheless that no matter how they conceive of us, there is some curiosity. It is quite
astonishing to realize how indifferent they often are around people. While this probably has
much to do with the fact that they have become accustomed to our observation, there is still
worthy investigation to conduct that asks the reasons of if and how our existence appears
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generally unimportant. Especially when considering times where we are not interacting with
them directly. If not carrying food or impeding their activities, we may as well not exist to them.
I would sit down right next to them as they intently gathered food, and they usually unaffected
by my close proximity. Many only seemed truly interested in the actions of the other monkeys.
Their attention to each other was compelling. And there was a certain awareness of and interest
in the park keepers. Since they had become accustomed to their role in supplying food, the
macaques perhaps even partly incorporated the keepers into their own hierarchy. This
assumption was supported by the monkeys’ situationally specific actions, which suggests that the
monkeys were wary of the various keepers’ presence, and respected their role.
The keepers could be considered honorary members of the troop’s society. They
exercised their influence by breaking up fights between monkeys and would often be approached
by higher-ranking monkeys in search of food. At the Arashiyama monkey park in particular this
dynamic was apparent. As each monkey constantly keeps an awareness of the actions of the
other monkeys around them, they would also cast glances toward the keepers to see what they
were doing. When people wanted to have their pictures taken with the monkeys, the keepers
would lure a monkey over with peanuts set in front of the guest so they could get a good picture
with a monkey sitting in front of the visitor.
I witnessed instances of visitors anthropomorphizing the monkeys. On an occasion when
two monkeys were fighting, another ran between them, and one person observed, “Look, he is
saying “Hey! Stop fighting.”” At every park people discussed possible thoughts that the monkeys
might be having. There is an innate desire to speculate upon the nature of the mind in an animal
in order to make sense of their existence. It is very easy to project human notions of intent onto
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the relatable actions of a monkey. It is difficult to not speak for the animals considering that
humans primarily think in language.
On another occasion, there was a monkey that was baring its teeth in an odd fashion
when people were taking pictures in its direction. It makes one wonder whether it knew what the
idea of smiling for a picture is, and was in a way making fun of us. It is moments like these when
the monkeys defy scientific representation that their own agency is clearly shown. By identifying
these unique expressions of monkeys, it allows for their individuality to be taken seriously. This
transgressive perspective can be instrumental to understanding the complicated connections of
all life.

Odou Monkey Park, Shikoku, Kochi Prefecture
Next I went to Odou Monkey Park on Shikoku in the Kochi Prefecture; this is located in
a very rural area. Only one employee ran it at a time who would come out of his or her hut when
visitors arrived. It is along the coastline of the island in a very picturesque and rather remote area.
Getting there involved driving on a rarely traversed path through the woods along a steep cliff.
My host mother, Miho, and I headed toward the local monkey park about an hour’s drive
away from her house. She expressed worry about her ability to navigate and had me make sure
we made the right turn off towards the park. Just before the entrance to a tunnel we exited to the
side and began our drive down a beaten thin road through dense trees. We began to feel as if in
another world, the further we ventured into the woods, the more distant we felt to civilization.
We slowly winded our way around tight turns until we spotted some monkeys sitting in the
middle of the path. They stared at us and slowly moved out of the way, though some of them we
had to avoid since they refused to budge in reaction to our honking. After we parked in the lot
and got out of the car monkeys were all around us minding their own business. Most of them
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grooming each other in small groups, or up in the trees. At this park there were at least 60
monkeys, and they seemed much more “wild” than the monkeys at the other parks. They relied
less on people for food and survival and generally spent more time away from the area where
people would show up to meet them. Soon the man working there emerged from his little hut
and sold us small bags of beans to feed the monkeys. Immediately after he walked around the lot
calling out “Oi!” to get the monkeys’ attention and let them know that there was food to be
obtained, a shout I heard often at the other parks as well. In seconds monkeys were gathering in
the lot from all directions, with the highest-ranking male coming right up to us. According to the
keeper he was only seven years old, a young age to be a troop leader at, and he was given the
name Aki.

Aki and I
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The primatology science community sometimes looks down on the practice of naming
each monkey because it is thought to lead to emotional connections with the animal. This would
apparently inhibit accurate research into the behavior of the animal. While naming the monkeys
is a form of anthropomorphism, it is helpful in conceiving of each monkey as being an individual
with a unique personality.
The other monkeys stood a bit back and waited for Aki to get his fill of beans before
coming forward. Some would be brave and pick up stray beans that landed outside Aki’s field of
vision, though he was sure to discipline any he caught taking such a risk. Japanese macaques are
known to express aggression and discipline as a means of maintaining order. But the added
dimension of food being supplied by people (who may not understand macaque hierarchies)
creates a tense situation for the monkeys. It is obvious that one way or another the provisioning
of food by human hands with disregard to monkey society, interferes with their hierarchy and
thus leads to even more aggression. However this park being more isolated, the monkeys were
most calm at this park. While feeding the higher-ranking monkeys, we watched, as many of the
young monkeys were wrestling upon and thoroughly exploring Miho’s car. They were so curious,
sliding on the windshield, and playing with the antenna. One of them spent a good amount of
time intently looking into our windows, for food most likely. The keeper informed us that he had
mounted two fake snakes onto his car to scare them away to prevent damage. I happened to
notice two little ones playing on his car later anyway, apparently not fooled by the fake snakes.
We noticed an orange tree that was full with ripe fruit, and the keeper told us that the monkeys
do not eat those specific oranges because they do not like their bitter taste. He also mentioned
that the trees on the side of the hill by our parked car were all cherry blossom trees, but that they
never bloom. The macaques eat all the buds in the springtime.
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Some of the females approached me when I sat down on a wooden log bench, as many of
the monkeys went back to grooming, it was a safe time for me to feed them. I offered them beans
from my hand, they accepted and ate them one by one taking them gently right out of my hand.
Miho was amazed to see how well we got along, and that I was not afraid to have them grasping
me. It was certainly surprising that they did not feel threatened. It was so satisfying to be sitting
there with a view of the Pacific crashing up against the rock cliffs, as monkeys sat around me
taking food from my hand. The feeling of such a human-like hand touching your own is unlike
anything else; it is deeply stirring. The babies were simultaneously curious and fearful of our
presence. The older females were quite protective and would make threatening expressions at us
if we got too close or stared at their clinging babies too long. Miho was intrigued by how much
the older ones reminded her of old human women, especially in their nurturing, protective, and
calm demeanor. Through anthropomorphism she made sense of the fact that each monkey had a
discernibly distinct face. It is quite interesting that only given enough time and exposure, it
becomes more and more apparent that the monkeys have unique characteristics and traits. It
made me realize that a species cannot possibly be accurately portrayed only through a static
scientific representation or definition. An entire species cannot simply be summarized as a
coherent group with no variation. Just as foreign people are discovered through actual encounters
to be more dynamic and complicated than stereotypes and assumptions portray. So too can
animals exhibit subjectivity and complex interactions when observed closely in person. It is more
difficult with animals because they often appear to be simple on the surface, but this is only
when considering their lives against the standards of human lifestyles. Just because an animal
may not pass an arbitrarily constructed line of the level of intelligence required to gain
“personhood”, their experience of life is no less legitimate or real than ours. Nobody would
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Although this research may not be considered a true look at animals in the wild, it is
worth noting that the Japanese monkey parks allow for the macaques to live in a very close to
natural state when compared with other situations of habitation. Even so this research is
attempting to understand animals on animal terms. Whether or not animals are acting altered to a
natural state by external influences, they are still acting and are real living individuals in the
world that cannot be discounted. It is the ways in which they act in extraordinary moments that
their subjectivity becomes readily apparent. In fact a look at monkeys in their relation with
people at parks and zoo’s provides for a unique opportunity to seek an understanding of how
they respond to our role in their lives. While environments may be altered by human hands, and
therefore “unnatural” it is the animal response and adaptation to our actions that merits
exploration. This question of the wild is one that will appear frequently in this project. But first
and foremost the individuality of animals is what I am searching for, in the hopes of
contextualizing the arrogance and ignorance of human existence.

Takasakiyama Monkey Park, Oita Prefecture, Kyushu
The third park I saw was Takasakiyama Monkey Park in Oita Prefecture on the island of
Kyushu. This park was by far the most densely populated by monkeys, as it was host to two coinhabiting troops totaling over one thousand monkeys. It was also the park that had the most
obvious human influence on the lifestyle of the monkeys. This is one of the most popular and
widely known monkey parks in Japan, and as such the visitors’ experience is much more guided
and advertised as an afternoon’s entertainment. It is located on the side of a mountain not far
from a major highway and also close to the shore of the island.
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The Morning after going to Odou park, Miho and I got up early and took a ferry from
Shikoku to Kyushu. After a three-hour ride we arrived in Oita Prefecture and made our way to
the popular Takasakiyama Monkey Park. Before making our way to where the monkeys were we
passed through a gift shop laden with various monkey toys and candies. Souvenirs are a
ubiquitous sight in Japan, a society that enjoys gift-giving extensively. It reflects the importance
of respect and reciprocity in Japanese culture.
We walked over a pedestrian bridge crossing the highway, and purchased entrance tickets
for the park then waited for the next monorail to take us on a short ride up to the compound.
People got excited as they spotted the first few monkeys hanging out beneath the monorail as we
passed by, but the real surprise had not yet come. Making our way out of the monorail and into
the so-called natural zoo, we quickly encountered monkeys within our field of view in all
directions. They were climbing around on rocks and buildings, playing on the floor, running
right by our legs, and making lots of noise. The first one that caught our eye was a baby that was
sitting in the dirt and rolling mud balls. Miho was completely amazed to witness such an act, and
pointed out how young children play in the exact same manner. Making our way further towards
the main feeding area, it was astounding to realize just how many of them there really were,
there is no doubt that if anything we were the passive ones in the situation while the monkeys
were active. With two troops sharing one space the intergroup politics trumped any concern for
the passing tourists who pose no threat and offer no food. We could only be spectators to the
complicated social lives occurring around us according to the macaques’ structures.
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when they bloom. Telling to a way in which Japanese idealize and pastorally control nature to fit
their imaginations. The meaning of the cherry blossom symbol trumps the agency of the
monkeys. The environment was quite chaotic, and with two troops living so close together, it
was amazing that they managed to function. Apparently in years past there had been three troops
living at Takasakiyama, but one of them departed and left to live on their own. This demonstrates
that they really can follow their own volition, and that their intergroup relations can trump our
engagement and baiting efforts. There was a short demonstration that was called challenge
corner where an employee used various wooden constructed contraptions to show off the various
skills and intelligence that the monkeys had. They could climb and reach into a hanging box, pull
handles to open a door, and jump rather high to catch peanuts. One has to wonder whether such a
show really is showing off true intelligence, as a whole discussion can be debated as to what
intelligence really is. They seemed to emphasize problem solving and adaptability as basis for
intelligence. We tend to define intelligence in quantitative terms, but in the end the ability to
survive and adapt is what matters most to them. It is interesting to note that as the visitors stood
behind a line to watch the demonstration, so too did some of the monkeys sit in line with the
humans watching the show from the same perspective, as interested as we were in what was
going on. While people are moving about, demonstrations going on, and food is being spread the
macaques never stop being aware of their surrounding members. Frequently monkeys would run
to punish another off to the side for acting out of line, or taking undeserved food. While this was
going on, most of them were acting as if almost completely oblivious to our presence. While of
course this is special to the park environment, it is still important that unless perceived as a threat
or a food source they for the most part ignored our presence.
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Jigokudani Yaenkoen, Nagano Prefecture
Finally, the last park I visited was Jigokudani Yaenkoen in Nagano Prefecture, high up in
the snowy mountains. This park has recently gained a lot of attention due to a BBC Life episode
that came out which included a scene of the Japanese macaques bathing in the hot spring at this
park. After a long 30-minute walk through the snowy woods the monkeys are found in a valley
gathering around a natural hot spring. This park attracted the most foreign tourists in comparison
to the others.
After a long series of train rides and a leisurely walk through the snow covered woods I
made it to the monkey park in Nagano. It was surreal to witness first-hand what I had seen and
read about so many times before. The macaques here really do bathe in the hot spring, all the
while maintaining hierarchies made visibly clear by those who were or were not permitted into
the hot spring. Some of them would take a quick dip into the pool, while others would spend
hours in the spring grooming each other and relaxing. There was one who appeared to be the
guard at the time, sitting like a gargoyle on the edge of the pool watching everything. At one
point a visitor got scared when the guarding monkey growled at her when she attempted to pose
next to him for a picture. He did not discriminate based on who or what came near, anything
getting too close to the pool was perceived as a threat be it a low-ranking fellow macaque or a
human. It is quite a clear indicator of personality, as some of the monkeys couldn’t be bothered
to care about people, while others were quite aware. Some of the babies had a favorite spot at a
little flowing stream of water that descended into the pool. I watched an older one dig through
the snow for food very methodically. Also some of them were just eating snow for hydration.
Some of them hung out in the trees up at the top of the steep cliff overlooking the hot spring, and
others downstream from the pool. I encountered an injured one downstream; perhaps it fell to
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Chapter 3
Zoo Experiences
I decided to include a tour of zoos in Japan to supplement my park research, into in order
to further my engagement with the human animal boundary. I also wondered how different zoos
in Japan would be from the zoos I have visited in the United States. I am interested in the
treatment of primates in particular at zoos, in comparison with the other animals.
The two zoos I visited are Tennoji Zoo and Ueno Zoo, Tennoji Zoo is located in Osaka,
and Ueno Zoo is in Tokyo. Japanese monkeys were only present at Ueno zoo, where they had an
artificial mountain that was enclosed, with a small troop of about 50 monkeys. Tennoji Zoo did
not have Japanese macaques, but it did have other primates, including an interesting area with
chimpanzees. While zoos are quite different from the monkey parks, they should serve as an
interesting point of comparison and allow for exploration of questions regarding behavioral
reactions to containment. Zoos can also function as a location that is conducive for animals to be
looked at as a metaphor that parallels human livelihoods. It is a setting from which to modern
human societies with non-human primate societies. Allowing a further depth to the comparison
considering the difference between both free roaming and contained troops. A look at zoos opens
up room in the research for these additional questions concerning our conceptions of what an
animal needs or wants, and what human ideas of intelligence or happiness mean to people and
how they are projected onto animals. Furthermore the special treatment (or lack thereof) that
primates receive at a zoo contrasted with the other zoo animals, may be telling of the spectrum of
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difference constructed between human and non-human animal. Illuminating a complexity into
the human-animal relationship.
The idea of containing animals for human observation raises lots of questions, many of
which can ultimately lead to wondering whether or not an animal can be satisfied in captivity.
Often this notion is stressed as a means of validating captivity, as long as the animal is content.
But not enough explanation or thought is put into asking what this actually means. How can we
really know what satisfaction means to animals? Just as cultural relativity debunks the idea that
cultures can be measured on a scale of progress, relativity must be considered with regards to the
placing of the idealized human lifestyle as the pinnacle of satisfaction. One cannot assuredly say
that an easier or safe and structured life directly translates to happiness. Also this question can be
expanded even further to speculate as to the reflection of what this may mean for humans. While
we would not usually think of people as being in captivity, perhaps we live in a different type or
intangible version of captivity. Being raised on the idea that animals are most “happy” when they
are living in the wild or in open area, I have been conditioned to see animals in confinement as
sad and depressing. And even if this conditioning has a legitimate foundation, it is still important
to question what it actually means to be an animal living in a zoo, and how their lives are
different from what we call “wild”. Considering an animal at a zoo or domesticated pets as the
opposite of wild, the situation can be further explored to reach a more nuanced perception of
what really defines wild, natural, and ultimately the boundaries conceived of between human and
non-human animals.
In a project that seeks to understand animals for their subjectivity, I looked for moments
where animals break with expectation. Although animals in the wild are privileged as the most
pure examples, all animals still remain individual beings and even those in captivity can surprise
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us in fleeting moments. Though it is easy to speculate that an animal behaving strangely in
captivity is merely a result of unnatural containment imposed by human influence, it doesn’t
invalidate the strange actions observed as not bearing significance. Even if captive animals
behave differently or develop neuroses as a result of captivity, this difference is still worth noting.
If abnormal behaviors are not considered for their reasons, then it will be difficult to judge what
perspective animals may actually hold on their own lifestyles. There is a move today particularly
in the U.S. moving towards conservation in Zoos, with the emergence of more immersive and
respectful exhibits. As a result a unique opportunity is now present to analyze the importance of
zoos and how this change reflects on ideas of animal agency. While zoos face a lot of criticism
for mistreating animals by putting them on display for human enjoyment, zoos have always been
an important place of study. If zoos did not exist, then most people would never have the chance
to see the many different living animal species with their own eyes. Although it could come into
question whether viewing an animal at a zoo provides knowledge of the animal for what it
actually is, or if a zoo environment even allows a break of representation at all. For example,
oftentimes the process of viewing animals at a zoo is so mediated that it is difficult to argue that
we are viewing them at all. Not only are these animals separated from us by the physical barriers
of glass or bars, but also which animals are put on display is usually a carefully constructed
scene. Often only the healthiest animals are seen in exhibit, or sometimes social orders are
altered to be more acceptable to our culturally structured views and values. For instance often we
will only see females of a given species so as to avoid the viewing of mating, and of course
animals are given food instead of having to search for it on their own. There is a move currently
towards an idea that zoos are legitimized because of their increasing conservation efforts, as well
as the idea that animals are in some way rescued from the cruel and dissolving world of the wild.
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The question becomes of whether the idea of making zoos more suitable to animals as priority
over human viewership is a productive project; and whether such a change can allow for animals
to be understood with attention given to their own unique perspectives. It was with all these
questions in mind that I visited two zoos and also reflected on past zoo visits.

Tennoji Zoo
After coming back from my weeklong stay in Shikoku, I decided that I would make good
on my goal to visit zoos in Japan. After searching I found in my guidebook that there is Tennoji
Zoo located in Osaka just a short train ride away from where I was staying. I read that there were
monkeys there, but I was not sure exactly which species. I took a chance, and unfortunately (or
perhaps fortunately) there were no Japanese macaques present at the zoo. Even though the
species I had come to study were not at this particular zoo, I still found the trip worthwhile for
many other unexpected reasons. I read different opinions on the zoo on online traveler forums
before making my way there. Many past visitors commented that it could be easily skipped, or
even encouraged that people do not attend it in order to boycott animal cruelty.
These proposals to send a message of abhorrence to cruel confinement are heartfelt and
have merit, but in the end the act of passively making this statement by not attending the zoo is
too light. At this point in time the idea that animal liberation can occur through a chain of passive
denial on the part of visitors is admirable but not nearly productive enough. If one is truly
adamant about his or her belief in an idea such as “humane” treatment of animals, then he or she
might make more effort to see their hopes fully realized. Denying a zoo without seeing it for
oneself is not going to help make change it merely serves as a means of clearing personal guilt.
This action is contradictory for while it appears to be a selfless act, it actually ends up being a
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means to purely personal fulfillment. Boycotting the zoo is the easy way out; I would not
understand the state of the zoo if I just avoided it for and trusted the words of what someone else
said. However I digress, a deep discussion of morals is extraneous to the project.
I do not seek to further or address a specific agenda directly; in fact in writing this
project I do not have an explicit moral or political agenda at all. I only want to establish and
explore new ways to think of the idea of what is animal, and to engage an attempt to drop human
sensibilities in a suspension of bodily constraints to see animals through their eyes. But this
research is being done as an active attempt at theorizing about the state of the human animal
divide (or lack thereof) and the resulting consequences. In the writing of this project I wish that
even if a specific (would-be arrogant) conclusion is not reached, that this experiment via both
physical research and philosophical questioning, can encourage a new unique line of thinking in
others. And perhaps ultimately this thinking could bring about subconsciously humble and
appreciative living.
Considering my intent to see animals in person to gain knowledge through first hand
interaction and observation, I ignored the warnings to not support a cruel zoo and went to see
Tennoji Zoo for myself. I took a train to Tennoji station and crossed the street into Tennoji Park;
I bought a ticket to the zoo and made my way through the park in the direction of the zoo. I got a
little lost and ended up in a plant sanctuary and greenhouse that I thought was a passageway into
the zoo. Afterwards I reoriented myself at a map and headed correctly in the direction of the zoo,
and on the way to the overlooking promenade I stopped to take a photo of an interesting statue. It
was a statue of a little boy playing a wind instrument (probably shakuhachi) harmoniously in the
company of animals who have gathered around the boy to share in his delight. It is an
anthropocentric and cute idealization of the idea of existing in harmony with nature, but
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nevertheless relevant as it stands in stark contrast to the complete separation between man and
animal that was soon to be evident in the zoo itself.
Once I entered into the zoo grounds, I made my way to the primate section first,
in the hopes of finding Japanese macaques. However the lack of any mention of Japanese
monkeys on the park map correctly hinted that my search for them was in vain. I made my way
into the ape building, where an exhibit of a chimpanzee that was quite painful to observe
immediately faced me as I entered. It was a tiny enclosure that measured no more than about 50
cubic feet, with a lone chimpanzee perched inside on a ledge in front of the painted backdrop
meant to evoke a jungle atmosphere. However this exhibit did anything but make one feel
immersed, to see the lone chimpanzee sitting there with no interest in its surroundings made the
observer painfully aware of the reality of the situation. Here was another living being with
absolutely no stimulation or freedom being put on display, in order for the public to gain
enjoyment from the opportunity to see an exotic animal that resembles humans so closely. At the
same time to see such an obviously similar living thing enclosed behind glass illustrates the
flawed representation of how humans divide themselves from their own animal within. Perhaps
this is telling to a key aspect of animals and animality that threatens human conceptions. This
obviously sad existence raises many questions about people at the same time. It is a stretch to say
for sure whether the chimpanzee was itself bored merely by reading its expression; but it is an
ape and a primate like us so expression could have universal commonalities. However it is easy
to assume too much this way, though it does seem impossible to argue that the chimpanzee in
that exhibit was in any way content unless it knew no other existence. Also Jane Goodall,
considered the world’s foremost expert on chimpanzees, sheds light on this specific circumstance
in her book Innocent Killers,
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They will simply curl up and go to sleep … it usually means that they are uneasy
and under stress … a young native chimpanzee, presented with a test which it cannot
accomplish, when it is frightened and in strange surroundings, may simply curl up and go
to sleep on the bare floor. (19)
Considering this statement, it is fair to say that the chimpanzee was under great stress. As
researchers such as Goodall become more prominent, it becomes harder to argue that animals
can live stress-free in captivity. I could see similar reactions to mine in the other visitors who
looked into the enclosure and moved on quickly probably from a feeling of discomfort or guilt. It
was surprising to see the juxtaposition of the clearly inadequate environment positioned right
next to signs and plaques detailing the great similarities we share with these primate relatives.
From a human perspective the chimp truly appeared to have a demeanor that evoked no desire to
live at all.
However my reservations about the treatment of such a close relative to humans in a
Japanese zoo were a little premature. As I exited the building I heard the noise of a large group
of people watching some animals in a relatively large outdoor enclosure. I approached to find
that behind the building I had just come out of, there was a large outdoor exhibit of chimpanzees
complete with many fake trees and ropes and ledges with which they could engage in an active
lifestyle. There were four chimpanzees in all scaling the more considerately designed mock
environment. With the exception of one, they all were much livelier than the one I had just seen
inside. I considered or at least hoped that maybe the one inside was sickly and that’s why it was
staying indoors. These other chimpanzees seemed to be enjoying interacting with each other,
playing and climbing about. The youngest one was intently playing with a potato sack, it carried
it around and resisted sharing it with the other chimps. Having objects that can be moved in an
enclosed environment is generally considered important for allowing animals, particularly
primates, to be stimulated. This young chimpanzee was gleefully wrapping the sack over as
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much of its body as it could and then bothering another chimp, who enjoyed pushing the
temporarily blinded little one. It occasionally fell off the platform it was on because of the bag on
its head, but it kept getting back up and repeating this game with the other chimp. It was
fascinating to see how much use it could make out of a seemingly benign sack. I noted that
throughout the entire time I observed these chimpanzees, they rarely looked over at the people
observing them if only but for a glance. It is strange to consider that as people stand there
watching them go about their life, that they had almost no reciprocal interest in our actions.
Though it certainly merits wondering what actions we perform, if any, might be of interest to
animals, as we stand around barely animate, suspending our lives to watch theirs.
They had most likely become accustomed to the presence of human observers from all
directions, and why bother to show interest in something that cannot offer any real interaction?
This divide was broken while I watched, as a little boy standing at the edge of the fence began
tearing leaves off a bush and tossing them into the exhibit. At this moment suddenly two of the
chimpanzees gained a complete interest in this little boy, who was offering leaves to them as an
attempt to connect with the animals. It is true that they were used to humans as being their source
of food, and probably took interest in the child for that reason. Also the fact that a kid was doing
something unusual probably caught the attention of the chimps as well. They watched him throw
leaves and raced to be the first one to grab each leaf and eat it. What happened next was
completely unexpected, the young chimpanzee attempted to toss its precious potato sack at us the
observers above the enclosure wall. His throw failed but the bag nearly made it over, however he
lost interest afterwards and didn’t try again. It seems that the chimp was offering its toy as if in
exchange for the leaves thrown in; regardless to the intent behind the throwing it is important to
notice that it was the young chimp that engaged in people the most. This may be telling to
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something about youth in general, regardless of species. During young formative times animals
are much less inhibited by preconceived or experientially shaped understandings of the world,
and as a result young animals tend to be more curious and excited to engage with the world
around them. Just as humans tend to become more indifferent and less easily swayed as they get
older, the older chimpanzees didn’t seem to be interested in engaging with the people at all.
After this event the chimps soon began to walk up to grates at the back of the exhibit and
began to make a rumpus and were clearly impatient, they had become used to their feeding
schedule and eagerly awaited the grates opening for they knew it was time to eat. I left the
exhibit with many new thoughts swirling through my mind, as it was, I believe, my first time to
witness chimpanzees in person.
I made my way around the rest of the zoo observing the other animals; in comparison it
was clear that the outdoor chimp exhibit was given more care because of their acknowledged
intelligence and obvious similarity to us. But other species did not require as much care in order
to pass by most visitors’ standards as “humane”. It is also worth noting that often exhibits which
may appear to have been built out of consideration for the animal, the real reason may have been
to bring greater amusement to the visitor, though the two reasons aren’t necessarily exclusive.
The pink flamingos were given a small outdoor pond to wade in; though considering there were
about 30 of them the area did seem small. There was a lion exhibit that was just closing, and I
witnessed the often noted pacing and circling that captive animals are known to exhibit. It goes
without question that the lifestyle imposed on some animals in captivity causes them to develop
some form of neurosis. And though it is easy to see as a cruel result of captivity, it also shows
that animals have an ability to adapt to stresses through forming coping habits much like us.
Lastly I went to the monkey house that was constructed similarly to dog kennels, in that during
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the day the different types of monkeys were let into larger outdoor cages, and then brought into
tiny cement enclosures for feeding and at night. By the time I got there they were all back inside,
and I walked along the hallway viewing numerous different monkey species. They seemed much
more curious to see us walking by than other animals at the zoo; this could be because the size
difference yet similarity between the people and the monkeys, though it is probably due to a
number of factors.
Though not one of these species was the Japanese macaque, this may have been an
intentional omission. The Japanese macaque has special significance to the Japanese for obvious
reasons considering that they are natives which frequently interact with people in the wild,
maybe their cultural value coupled with their lack of exoticism led to a conscious exclusion of
this otherwise well know species. Just as it would be strange to see a raccoon in a zoo in America,
it does not make much sense to have Japanese monkeys in a zoo especially in a region where
they are rather populous. Especially taking into account the increased reverence and respect
generally given to them. Further supporting the notion that zoos are still often a collection of
animals put on show and display because of their exotic and foreign characteristics, even more so
still a priority over zoos being a place of education.
The existence of other primates in the wild among human populations is a situation that is
not found in the U.S. Maybe the fact that monkeys live in Japan makes it harder for people to
separate themselves from animals. When they frequently witness an animal in the wild that is so
obviously similar to humans, the human animal barrier becomes much harder to define. In a
place of real coexistence these primates becomes known as more than a representation and as a
result this allows people to see them as real beings that have feelings and lives. Though it can be
argued that living among other primates can have an effect on the human conceptions of animals,
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it is still clear from this zoo in Japan that despite this supposed knowledge humans still tend to
prioritize their own existence as being the prime subject among objects. Though such priorities
make sense, as it is only instinctual to value one’s own species. What is a species if it does not
fight for its own survival first?
Although it is easy to come to conclusions about the morality or humaneness of the
treatment of animals at zoos, it was not the intent of this exploration. But it is certainly worth
considering with the given issues. To the extent of defying anthropocentrism, it is not about
morals, as doing so would be trying to place human values and meaning into the perspective of
something that is non-human. It is evidently contradictory that this distinction of morality as
something exclusively human ultimately unintentionally reinforces the distinction between
human and non-human animal.

Ueno Zoo
The second zoo I visited I searched to be sure ahead of time that it did have a Japanese
monkey exhibit. Perhaps it made more sense to have them at the Ueno zoo considering that Ueno
is in the middle of the megalopolis that is the greater Tokyo area, an area where the likelihood of
meeting wild monkeys is practically zero. Not to mention that the Ueno zoo is much bigger,
boasting the largest number of species of any zoo in Japan.
I got there to find a much less cramped environment both for people and generally for
animals as well. Although there still some enclosures which obviously remained to be updated.
Much of the park had been renovated about twenty years ago to construct more natural looking
environments more conducive to natural behavior for the animals. Despite the update it can be
put to question whether the environments truly allow the animals to be “themselves”.
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The animals still appeared rather stagnant, bored, or neurotic in many exhibits. The
notion of boredom or lack of stimulation is deep when considering the question of how can we
be sure what boredom means to an animal. In the article “Immersed with Animals” by Nigel
Rothfels in the book Representing Animals, it is brought up that sometimes, particularly at the
Congo Gorilla Forest exhibit at the Bronx Zoo, in the more natural and immersive settings,
animals actually end up working harder and prefer to go back into their small closures of
convenience inhabited after-hours:
Her charges are more relaxed and content in their off-exhibit areas than in their
high-tech immersion exhibit; so clear, in fact, that she will refer to the large habitat
constructed for them as the place where the animals “work,” and say that the animals
enjoy returning to and relaxing in their smaller quarters for the night. Is it necessarily bad
that animals “work” at the zoo? (219-220)
While this points out that our idealized version of what nature is through representation is
completely fictive, it also raises an intriguing question as to why work is seen as a bad thing for
animals to have to do. Why is it that because the animal prefers the convenient small enclosure
where food is easily attainable, that this situation is considered one in which the animal is happy?
This situation is a unique opportunity to understand the ways in which people conceive of
animals by comparing our own activity with theirs.
We live in a world designed to make us work, this holds true in both the U.S. and in
Japan. Both of these countries are work-focused, neither encourages giving people more than
two weeks of vacation a year in a standard office job. So it could be argued that we live in a way
that is very work intensive, and yet we generally consider the human condition to be that of
happiness, or at least in the state of these modern countries people are generally thought to have
convenience and to be comfortable. Although this idea of work may be something that needs to
be more deftly defined, perhaps the real difference here is that what we call work involves tasks
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that function toward human society, whereas the discussion of gorillas uses the word work to
mean the act of searching for food and generally climbing about or managing social interactions.
This distinction may be useful, as humans would find the idea of basic survival as terribly
difficult and suffering work. But to gorillas or most animals rather, the idea of food being in
surplus and not something that is in constant scarcity is rarely if ever the condition for noncaptive non-domesticated animals. Certainly it is easier for any being to take the path of ease
and convenience, as we all seek to survive and to do so in the manner that exerts the least energy.
In humans this is becoming true to the extreme, we have developed lives via technology of such
convenience that our ultimate laziness may end up being our downfall. If we continue to make
things that will require us to less physically exert ourselves, we could enter a condition in which
are bodies begin to destroy themselves from lack of use. Our minds have developed to the point
that we have come to rely on our mental abilities to the detriment of our now weakening bodies.
So it may seem right to say that living things generally prefer to live and are happier with a
convenient life. However while we often consider the act of relaxation and having free time as
being the pinnacle of happiness, it can be seen that as living beings we are actually built for and
are more satisfied when being physically and mentally engaged with efficient work. Scavenger
animals are often thought of as lazy for living off the scraps of someone else’s work, but
somehow this notion does not apply in the human world. Where we measure and pride ourselves
on our lack of participation.
But moving on to the main reason of my trip to the Ueno Zoo, the so-called “Monkey
Mountain” is the part of the zoo where I spent the great majority of my time. It is an enclosed
outdoor man-made mountain (better imagined as a large boulder), which stands as the home for
some 40 or so Japanese monkeys. This mountain seemed to stand as the centerpiece of the zoo,
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an exhibit where many people would spend a greater deal of time in comparison to the other ones.
This is probably a result that Japanese macaques have a lot of cultural significance, as well as the
fact that they are just generally very lively animals who are constantly on the move and as a
result quite entertaining and enthralling to observe.
The monkeys here were quite active and had very obvious personalities in at least part
result to the many different objects and ways in which they were stimulated. This mountain,
while small for the number of monkeys, does provide a lot for the monkeys to do. As a result
they are able to be themselves and didn’t exhibit much of the sedation that is characteristic of
other zoo animals. One of the main differences between these monkeys and the ones at the
monkey parks were the noise levels, these monkeys were less vocal in their communication with
each other. There was also the variable of loud construction going on nearby which may have
somehow affected the way the monkeys acted. Though used to humans like the ones at the parks,
this is different because these monkeys generally only see people observing them up over a wall.
Maybe this separation like the chimpanzees causes the monkeys to find even less interest in us
than normal. Granted in almost all instances the monkeys acted as if oblivious to people unless
food was involved or if people were perceived as a threat. Generally only the babies would stare
at people out of curiosity, though it might matter that the monkeys, like us, generally avoid eye
contact with each other and other animals as it is usually taken to be an expression of enmity.
The monkeys would run around on chains, as well as have territorial quarrels over a
prized bridge. Also some enjoyed perching on top of a scale, following the desire to sit up on
high positions. The monkeys stayed together in clearly defined groups, and all had different
energies with which they carried themselves. Their habitat was certainly many times better than
the treatment of the other monkeys, one reason being the Japanese relation with the monkeys as
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natives. Also it may serve as an interesting reflection on Japanese society comparing the fact that
both the people and monkeys of Japan can be thought of as busy and lively.
The Ueno Zoo was impressive for its diverse array of species, but in the end it was most
interesting for its reverent portrayal and treatment of the Japanese macaques on their mountain.

An Inspiring Hike
I made a day trip excursion to Minoh Park in the northwestern outskirts of Osaka. I read
many stories of wild monkeys being particularly vicious in the area. Unfortunately I did not see
any monkeys while hiking aimlessly through the woods on a desperate search to meet them, I did
not even hear a screech. Nevertheless I did find warning signs about them, they expressed rules
on how to not get attacked and not disturb the monkeys should they be encountered. From my
exhausting hike I did learn a new respect for the physical exertion animals endure each day, and
subsequent questions about what kind of lifestyle differences there are between animals and the
effects of convenience. As well as self-reflective questions concerning the validity of trying to
understand and research a species from the comfort of human convenience. It gave me much
inspiration to consider the physicality of an animal through phenomenological research. This
seemingly unsuccessful trip, led me to an entirely new aspect of thinking about my project. I was
convinced that in order to achieve my goals, animals must be considered through physical
embodiment instead of just through theoretical thought experimentation. In seeking an
understanding through connecting with the physicality of an animal, I easily lose sight of my
own humanity. In doing this type of research I was burdened by the ever-present dilemma of
trying to come to terms with the fact that I am always a human being, no matter how hard I try to
vicariously feel what it is to be non-human.
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Chapter 4
Representations / Reflexivity
Constructed Animal Meaning and Representation: Japanese Macaques
Whether going to a zoo or looking out into one’s own backyard, people’s conceptions
and understanding of an animal species is almost entirely informed through representation. These
representations are not only present scientifically, but also politically, and socially. In the present
day, animals are observed very rarely in the wild. Dense populations of people who live in urban
areas have had almost no personal experiences or imaginations detailing a great many animals,
other than through carefully arranged mediums. In “A wolf in the garden” by Alex Brownlow,
this lack of personal experience is aptly defined:
Posits that the current absence of (wild) animals from social science discourse, in general,
and from American consciousness, specifically, is attributable to their physical absence … forced
to draw upon representations of (wild) animals as they are depicted by and through various
media (e.g. zoos, books, television, film, etc.) for our construction of and application of meaning
to these non-human ‘others’. (143, 2000)
Our sources of knowledge concerning the behavior and existence of animals are extremely
disconnected from the experience of first-hand learning, and are as such very misleading in their
definition of what constitutes “nature”. The aestheticized display of animals as spectacle has
fundamentally altered many people’s understanding of how animals live. The influence of media
and scientific representations has gained such power that these two aspects hand-in-hand develop
a fetishized and rigid image of what it really means to be animal.
This process that is becoming more and more ubiquitous today only further propagates
the notion of a human animal barrier. This attempt to represent animals as objects via data or
results is counter-productive to and only further distances a realistic understanding of animals as
being more than objects that the human can quantify and control. The article “The Cougar’s Tale”
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written by Andrea Gullo among other authors, is devoted to exploring this very phenomenon
with respect to the cougar population in California. The authors write about cougar
representation, “This chapter examines the process by which human ideas about California’s
cougar […] have been shaped by patterns of urbanization, by scientific and political debate, and
by changing media coverage.” (139) As the article supports, this representation of animals
through indirect mediated means is a burgeoning field of influence that is only detrimental to a
clearer perspective on animals. However a rather different manner of representation is found at
the monkey parks of Japan, one which might prove to be either misguided, or enlightening as an
expression of animal individuality.
After decades of conditioning and getting used to animal knowledge through
representation, these misconceptions spill into our inherent assumptions of how we believe
animals should act and what constitutes a natural state. This idea being put into action is readily
apparent with the push for more immersive and “realistic” enclosures being built at zoos for the
supposed benefit of both human observers and animal engagement. In the new design of giving
animals the opportunity to act as though in the wild is a very important aspect. But these
environments are often designed around presenting the animals in ways that align with our
present knowledge of them through representation.
It is theoretically a portrayal of animals as they would normally act, but they really seek
to recreate our altered perception of the wild to match examples such as Planet Earth or BBC
Life. Through the lens of these especially influential TV series’, nature is shown as much more
exciting, lively, and calculated than actual first-hand experience would lead one to believe. It is
nature shows epitomized by these defining series’ which aestheticize nature as an object that can
be used as a source of beautiful entertainment. This is nature being put onto film in such a
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fashion that aims to appear completely unobtrusive while it actually represents the best work
edited out of tediously captured mostly uneventful footage. To the current younger generations it
is mediums like these on which a great amount of understanding for the non-human world is
based. As a result such a mindset is taken into account when framing modern immersion
exhibits. People expect their version of exciting authenticity when they go to have their own
experience of nature. Rothfels alludes to these aspects that reflect upon these newly framed
representations in his study of the Congo Gorilla Forest in the Bronx Zoo:
His goal - and that of all designers of immersion exhibits – was to convince
people to suspend their disbelief long enough to accept what they saw before them as an
alternative but believable scene … the immersion exhibit must actually outdo nature.
Compressed into small spaces, the better nature of the zoo makes real nature seem dull in
comparison. (218)
Given this nature of zoos, they only add to the mis-representation of animals by never allowing
them to leave the sight of the visitors. One can wonder whether or not the construction of the
landscape actually prioritized the lifestyle of the animals over the view of the audience. In these
immersive exhibits there is an extreme desire to legitimate the project by lending it authenticity
in providing a “pure” look at uninhibited animals, and subsequently proving itself as being
“humane” in how the animals are treated. It is often considered that an animal behaving as it
normally would in the wild, must be satisfied or at the very least not unhappy. The word humane
is problematic as it reinforces human exceptionalism through its blatant etymological root of
human. This completely forgoes an attempt to consider animals as beyond their objective
representation. This goal of humane treatment leads to an incorrect conclusion that happiness for
an entire species can be derived into some sort set of morals comparable to our own. Even
though the idea of humane treatment is generally driven by a hope to better serve animals, it still
is a human centric notion of a universal that neglects pursuit into the individuality of each animal.
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At the Japanese monkey parks that I visited, there is a significant difference in the way
the experience is framed. In addition the representation and manner in which the present animals
are portrayed is nearly the opposite of more traditional zoo exhibits or even new immersive zoo
exhibits like the Congo Gorilla Forest. The monkey parks start out as inherently different
because of the fact that they are not enclosures, the physical separation between visitor and
animal is lifted. At immersive exhibits elaborate measures must be taken to ensure that the
human observers can suspend their awareness that the animals are contained, by using a great
deal of “objective” scientific data and explanation to claim legitimacy. These fake jungle
environments seamlessly blend over the viewing windows and result in an illusion of there not
being any glass, emphasizing extensive efforts to advertise authenticity and good intention.
Despite the glaring fallacy in a presentation of what boils down to captive animals in ostensibly
“natural” environments. It is further seen that even these animals are already no longer in a state
of “nature” via the provisioning of food. This brings up one major link which can be drawn
between these exhibits and the monkey parks of Japan, that in both situations the animals
considered are conditioned to a life of convenience where for the most part enough food is
provided to sustain them.
It is this link that draws the monkeys to the park first and foremost, if they had not gotten
used to taking advantage of generous humans the macaques would have left the parks in search
of more secluded and fruitful mountaintops. “The Cougar’s Tale” article identifies a feature of
the cougar situation that is actually quite relevant to monkey parks: “Not surprisingly, neither
lions nor suburbanites living in the human-animal border zone have much experience in the art
of mutual coexistence,” (139, 1998, Gullo) There is a similar issue taking place with the extant
wild monkeys in Japan, as they too often live in the literal human-animal border zone. This
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situation is still undergoing resolution as many farmers end up killing the monkeys that are
labeled as rude pests when they raid crops. It is a contentious situation for japan, especially
considering the cultural and historical significance the species has meant to people there, and
needless to say the monkeys have a hard time fighting to survive under the threat of sustained
deforestation. To most Japanese citizens monkeys stand as a symbol of foolishness or youth,
which places them in a perceived little brother relationship with the locals.
As a result of this situation the monkeys at the monkey parks are advertised and
represented through obviously anthropomorphic and playful imagery, interspersed with scientific
research.
However, whether or not it can be misleading people are bound to anthropomorphize
animals regardless. The most obvious way people anthropomorphize animals in experience, is
through speaking as if for the animal being observed. As witnessed at the monkey parks, people
will often add their own narration of what they can imagine the monkeys would think as they
engage in various activities. While it is considered nearly taboo to considering
anthropomorphized exploration as basis for objective or useful understanding of animals, the
reasons behind such a conflict are rather layered. It is argued that anthropomorphism is flawed
because it places animals on the level of humans as having similar mental ways of functioning,
and relies too much on fabrication of ideas not necessarily based on any measurable evidence.
But it seems valid to consider that as animals are being found to play a role in our conception of
them, that perhaps anthropomorphism can help to reflect on moments where animals deviate
from the expected.
Difference of mental function is used as reason for scorning anthropomorphism, but it is
for this very same reason that the opposite can be argued. As the human/animal boundary is a
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construction that remains unclear it may be worthwhile to acknowledge that aspects of humans
which are considered exclusive may not be. This idea is particularly suitable when looking at
monkeys or other primates, they constantly challenge human distinctions. Anthropomorphism is
part of how we make sense of the ways in which animals do not fit our representations. By
viewing animals in person, one begins to move beyond a conception based merely on
representations into a look at the interests which animals themselves exert. Creating rights based
on an animal’s agency is not something that can or should be made as a result however, as a
search for order is arbitrary. It is inevitable that as people we will look at animals with
anthropomorphism, it can be telling of how we experience the world as a living being.
The images of babies are much more widespread due to their accepted cuteness in
contrast to the slightly intimidating look of the red faced adults. This mixture of science and
personal experience may be quite useful and successful for its ability to enlighten common
biological behavior of the species at the same time that each monkey is presented as an
individual with a unique personal viewpoint. The parks can actually be considered quite scary to
a first time visitor since entering one involves a certain sacrifice of control, something that
people don’t willingly give up. Since they are intimidating settings, the information distributed,
be it signs found throughout the various parks, or maps, pamphlets, and websites is almost
always presented in a rather humorous light to ease the person into the experience.
On the promotional and informational pamphlets real pictures of cute monkeys are
accompanied by anthropomorphized cartoon caricatures of monkeys that fittingly were given
faces that resemble young innocent children. This decision is the result of many different factors
unique to Japanese culture. Certainly it is easy to anthropomorphize a primate due to their
similarity to humans, not to mention the lack of boundaries that encourages the idea that by
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venturing into these parks, one is forming a social connection with the monkeys. These
caricatures generally encourage the idea that at these parks the monkeys are happy to have our
company and also the placement of monkeys as the main subjects of and mascots of the park
emphasizes the agency they play in their dominion over the park. Though this simultaneously
makes tokens out of the monkeys, and exploits their strategically enhanced cuteness for purposes
of tourism. Signs encountered on the way to the summits or along the paths often have cute kidfocused quizzes or are warning signs with rules on how to interact with the monkeys in a safe
manner that respects all. Indeed Japanese primatology prides itself on a deep respect for the
complexities that exist within the monkeys social orders as well as the resulting web formed
between humans and Japanese macaques. At the parks where troops are carefully studied, each
monkey is generally given a name telling of the respect given to the unique personalities and
individuality found within each monkey that can really only be understood by spending time
around these “wild” animals in a completely unbarred environment. While these monkeys are
seen as pests by farmers, at parks they are shown to be much more than mindless objective pests.
The anthropomorphizing representation of the monkeys serves as a tool which accentuates the
similarities between human an animal, and makes it clear that animals, including humans, are all
much more complicated than they appear.
Specific examples of the anthropomorphized monkey imagery can be analyzed for their
varied inner meanings. The signs posted at the entrance to the Arashiyama monkey park present
a particularly poignant example of such (Figure 1).
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Figure 1
The cartoon images of the monkeys surrounding the map of the park all have monkey bodies, but
have heads of little human boys. This choice gives the impression that the monkeys are friendly
and inviting, not at all dangerous. There is a large one happily pointing the way as a guide on the
map, it has a gleeful look on its face as it prepares to gobble a large piece of food. The hair on its
head is up in a cowlick, emphasizing an idea of the monkeys as youthful, childlike, and perhaps
even a bit mischievous. The image of a child head upon a monkey’s body is slightly disturbing,
yet stands for much of the perception of monkeys as in an intermediary position between animal
and human. The other little one sleeping on top further portrays a gentle nature, maybe an
attempt to overcompensate for the apparent realness of the human-animal interactions about to
be engaged. This anthropomorphic imagery used in the representation of Japanese macaques
embodies the cultural meaning that these animals have been attributed with. As is understood
through Emiko Ohnuki-Tierney’s examination The Monkey as Mirror, monkeys are a form of
scapegoat “In an age when “nature” no longer provides any input into the human’s perception of
the monkey, the cultural input, namely, the culturally defined concept of the monkey as an
animal close to humans, is responsible for urging the spectators to be reflexive.” (199, 1987) The
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monkey in Japan has expectedly so come to represent aspects of humanity, it has been used to
create a perspective from which to speculate to the nature of humans role in society. As such the
anthropomorphic imagery of the monkeys, may be scientifically or inherently misleading to
incorrect assumptions, but are nevertheless a useful and integral part of this reflexive thinking.
Monkeys are often thought of as representative of an untamed or rather uncultured human. It is
through a look at them as parallels to our existence that people seek to define what makes
humans exceptional, or at the very least distinct. The cartoon depictions of the monkeys almost
exclusively as children are telling to the notion that monkeys stand as a little brother to humans.
Because they reflect humans so much, they are portrayed as children to contrast against the
serious nature adult humans are expected to reach. This idea is propagated to emphasize that
humans are obligated to not be monkeys, but rather to reach for responsibility in contrast to the
immaturity.
The signs posted around the park at Arashiyama express rules and guidelines with respect
to treatment of the monkeys. In one particular hand-painted sign, the caricatures of the monkeys
depicted are especially fascinating (Figure 2).
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Figure 2
In the case of monkey parks, it is through these signs that the experience of a monkey park
becomes mediated. This being opposite to zoo’s, where exhibits are being designed to appear
completely natural, backed up with only serious scientific representation. At parks this alternate
way to guide the experience attempts to simplify the complex relations going on, and hide the
danger associated with unrestrained monkeys. While the park may seem to be a “real” or
authentic interaction with animals in their true habitat, even at these locations the experience is
still affected by representation. It is framed in a manner which simultaneously plays into both
these facets by promoting the real nature of it, while at the same time commodifying the
experience as an entertaining opportunity to get close to “tamed” animals. On the sign with rules,
the monkeys are depicted again with extremely human expressions, and are even seen with
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human objects. The first rule on the sign warns to not stare at the monkeys, right next to an
image of a monkey with boxing gloves on ready to fight. The use of human objects really shows
how far the metaphor of monkeys as little mischievous people is taken in Japan. Since monkeys
are scapegoated with the negative aspects of humanity, it is quite interesting how these parks
contradict themselves through attempting to promote objective factual knowledge of the
monkeys, while at the same time contributing towards human-centered thinking of the animals as
merely cultural learning devices. This feature is particularly fascinating when considering the
implications such ideas might have in Japan, a rather utilitarian country. The metaphor is played
up on this sign to quite visible extent; the monkey is shown being nuzzled on its head like a little
kid. Also the rule about not feeding the monkeys even uses hearts to emphasize the dependency
of the monkey and desperation for our help. This furthers the idea of them being little siblings to
people, like a relative of ours, but still one that is inferior and not as high priority. The techniques
seen in figure 2 are in direct contrast to the sign at the monkey mountain in Ueno Zoo, where the
sign uses only real photography of the monkeys and explains their behavior and scientific
significance (Figure 3).
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Figure 3
This sign attempts to explain the monkeys as animals rather than metaphors, but ultimately still
maintains the light humor and playfulness associated with monkeys. It is certainly because of the
clear similarity with primates, that it is difficult to separate the humor and unnerving response
from their representation. It is important to consider that the association of monkeys with
mischief or lacking in seriousness may be partly biologically based. A desire to distinguish one’s
own kind or to compete against a being which occupies a similar niche would lead to disdain. It
is difficult, biologically speaking, to think highly of those who stand as the fiercest competition,
or those who stand as a clearly less successful or even weak version of us.
Theorizing into the life of primates may be the most difficult group of animals to do so
without applying human constructs to their perceived experience. As they represent the group
most similar to us, they are the easiest to anthropomorphize and could therefore be dangerous in
terms of separating human constructions and assumptions out of our understanding of them. It is
because of this very dilemma however, that they also prove to be the most difficult group to
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place into the framework of human vs. animal. Most research into them only attacks these
barriers which were established. They therefore are particularly important when wrestling with
ideas of human exceptionalism and subjectivity. It is worthwhile to consider that in a search for
animal subjectivity, that the approach one takes on this endeavor could play a large role in the
results.
This work mostly engages the idea of animal experience through observation and
subsequent mental analysis exploring it. The physical experience might not be stressed or
considered enough for its enlightening potential. It often strikes my mind when realizing how
quickly most humans reach physical exhaustion, that perhaps the strength and endurance of
animals is overlooked. People have developed lives that avoid physical exertion, even if such a
goal is natural in terms of conserving energy. The fact that people, particularly those of academic
pursuits, live and function so much based on mental exertion may further them from reaching an
understanding of animals. Perhaps to better understand animals, one must ask questions and seek
answers through physical experimentation instead of thought experimentation. Seeking an
appreciation of an animal perspective requires that we step out of our comfort zone, literally. Not
just by observing animals out in the wild, but also by attempting to appreciate their physical
livelihood. While at first appearing foolish, would it not be a productive study to imitate the
animal in all its physicality as well as possible? Especially with the Japanese macaque, a species
that is very physically active, it is fitting to seek understanding through engaging in the same
activities they do constantly. One can quickly dismiss that taking on the physicality of an animal
is child’s play or hopelessly futile self-aggrandizing attempt for believing that we can learn more
of an animal by anthropocentrically again looking inwards. Or it can be easily critiqued that such
a notion is arrogant in thinking that one could find the answer to animal subjectivity through just
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a personal experience. Though to that extent, how else can subjectivity be understood as
anything but an alternate to or in contrast to personal subjectivity? An animal’s unique world
can only be understood as unique in acknowledging the fact that it is not the same world as any
other beings, interrelations are only produced and exist through multiplicity of experiences. The
only way anything knows of the world is through its own experience, so it is therefore always
contradictory to assume that one’s perspective is an absolute truth or anything but one’s own. In
her book Beyond Boundaries Barbara Noske explores the implications of such philosophical
questioning into animal research methods:
An objectivity which registers from without and embodies an attitude described by Vicki
Hearne as ‘trying to approach the condition of being no one in particular with a view from
nowhere... conceptualization is pretty much a function of relationships and acknowledgement, a
public affair. It takes two to conceive.’ What Hearne is alluding to is that social beings depend on
communication and ‘speech acts’ for constructing their (mutual) world. (127)

As the statement supports, objectivity is of course never truly possible. While modern thinking
has resulted in pressure to think and base truth in objectivity, it does hamper the benefits that can
be had from realizing the still relevant value in learning through subjective transformation. As a
result it is nevertheless important to consider that the way in which our minds learn is not just
through accepting objective compromises, but also via tangible experience. Learning and
provocation of new thought can occur just as validly from physical engagement as mental
engagement, especially when suspending mental intuitions. With such an idea, it seems only a
proper exercise to reach closer to the mind of a monkey through performative physical exertion
in an act of mimicry.
With such practice enacted, the human-animal connection as opposed to separation can
be further substantiated. A search for connection is emphasized by the reflections monkeys emit
upon human life and societies. In looking at the pamphlets and articles put out about monkeys
from the various parks, anthropomorphism is seen to appear rampantly. The cartoon images of
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monkeys alongside photos, further support the similarities we share; for example the monkey
seen wearing a scarf with a snowman on the back of the Takasakiyama News (Figure 4).

Figure 4
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In viewing the monkeys from a human perspective, it is difficult if not impossible to view their
actions without making comparisons to people. So many facets of their behavior mirror ours,
especially when considering their forms of social communication. Just as the macaques
constantly keep aware of their surrounding monkeys and resulting social balance, people too
have a tendency to pay attention to, and seek to construct social hierarchies in all situations. An
example of this that could be considered most “pure” is visible in the interactions of human
children. Often when a new group of kids meet at school or a family gathering or community
event, the children have a desire to establish seniority among the then present group. There is
always a grounding moment when everyone tells their age and relations, and usually afterwards
all of their interactions with each other will adjust accordingly. In the adult world this could be
observed in classroom atmosphere or on public transportation. When one enters a classroom or
subway car, there is a moment of quick scanning in which the person entering subconsciously
establishes their position among the others; followed by a passing of judgment by those
witnessing the new member of the fleeting and transient grouping. There are many moments like
these that reflect the monkey in us, or perhaps the human in the monkey. These assumptions
might be considered far fetched but if one actually searches for these moments while going about
daily life, it can be surprising to notice how many little signs of instinct people show despite
dominant cultural desires to suppress the “animal”. It is quite a challenge to try to eat for over a
minute in public without looking around, only keeping a focused gaze on the food.
By looking at the representation in the articles about the monkeys, it is quite apparent that
the baby monkeys gain a lot of attention. Certainly it is identifiable that mostly baby images are
used as icons since their universal cuteness, which plays a big factor in the industry. However the
use of babies to represent monkeys goes beyond tourism, it is also that children and youth are
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more associated with innocence and thus with nature. Young children can be thought of as more
natural due to their lack of presumption and also great curiosity. Since children are not fully
developed their experience of life can be thought of as closer to that of other non-human animals.
The little monkeys are very energetic and active, not to mention excited to live, just like kids.
They will spend more time playing around trying out new things that might not have any
connection to survival. As a result it comes as no surprise that the baby monkeys more often are
used to represent the monkey species as they can more easily be ascribed as inferior or
subjugated relatives to us, that don’t have the potential to mature like us. It can be seen that the
adult macaques undergo similar social sedation witnessed in humans as we become accustomed
to and less critical and curious in our livelihoods.
As we grow up in order to establish our societies and hide instinct, people develop
arbitrary rules. One of the most telling of such rules, are the rules of etiquette. The complex
procedures laid out describing the different ways in which to hold utensils or what way to eat
certain foods. These guidelines stand out as the most obvious way in which the human world
constructs obstacles to overcome or hide instinct. Etiquette represents an insatiable desire to put
humans on a higher pedestal and completely divide us from nature. We have developed worlds
within worlds that place us in such safety that we don’t even require all our senses to be fit to
survive, in fact humans often intentionally tune out their hearing with headphones; a testament to
how safe our lives generally our and the extent to which we have cut ourselves off from other life.
As we come back to the denial of the physical being within us, it is worthwhile to note
that we often ignore or forget how fulfilling it can be to use our bodies. In urban environments in
particular humans rarely use their bodies anywhere near to potential, although we do seemingly
feel quite comfortable moving about and often give ourselves goals to achieve. This is interesting
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to consider the idea of setting goals as maybe being instinctual, whether or not specific planning
thought is put into it, it is observable that monkeys and humans alike do not just move arbitrarily.
With the idea of great learning moving towards animal subjectivity recognition from physical
experience, it is notable to cite a study conducted in Japan about Japanese macaque education in
monkey parks:
“It is suggested that in conducting science education at monkey parks, educators should
(1) investigate the basic knowledge of students on Japanese macaques and (2) design appropriate
programs to introduce any facts according to the obviousness of these facts to students. This is
especially so when introducing facts that cannot be visually demonstrated. In these instances
educators must present scientific knowledge to students in inventive, “hands on” ways.” (23,
Hiroyuki)

As these results suggest, Japanese monkey parks are not yet a location where one can
obtain an unmediated real look at monkeys in their natural state. It is still a mediated
experience, and as such would be best to develop a balanced portrayal of the animals.
The descriptions should at the very least enhance the visitors’’ knowledge of the animal’s
activities as well as provide the opportunity to physically experience the lifestyle of the
monkey. At many of the parks, long walks are encouraged or sometimes mandatory to
reaching them, this small piece of the framed experience does allow and promote for
greater immersion into the world (albeit tampered) of the macaques.
With the potential to become absorbed deeply at the parks, it allows for the visitor
to witness the animal in moments of defiance to popular conception. By carefully
observing one monkey at a time, they can be seen to have definitively individual
personalities. Just as foreign groups of people can appear homogenous at first glance, so
too do animal species appear more uniform prior to wide exposure. After prolonged time
in the company of a given species however, they will only present themselves to be
increasingly diverse. No single species can be perfectly defined according to a set of rules
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or listed behaviors. There are always exceptions to the expected, not to mention the fact
that everything is always in a state of change, just as culture is not a static piece of
societies, so too are behaviors and attributes of human and non-human animals constantly
changing.
One photograph I managed to capture at Takasakiyama Monkey Park, epitomizes
the extent of variation present in the monkeys. It is a shot of about thirteen monkeys all
huddled together for warmth, in the image many of their faces are visible and displaying
exceptionally interesting and emotive expressions (Figure 5).

Figure 5

It is clear when these expressions are seen that there is a lot going on in this image. The
one monkey in the center with a look of utter surprise is especially affecting to see. I
remember standing in front of these guys to take the picture and feeling intrusive. Each
monkey seems to have its attention on a different location, with only one or two of them
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seeming to care about me taking the picture. While the rest are most likely concerned
with the business of the other monkeys and the interactions between the troops. It was
incredible to watch this huge huddle group bonding on the stone wall. As can be seen by
the baby in between the two on the left and the one on the far right, usually the younger
ones (spotted by less red in their face) are more curious about people and defensive.
Through close observation any animal is likely to surprise the observer, and open the
door for new perspectives.
In looking at the apparently contradictory status of monkey parks in terms of
mixed messages in representation, it is necessary to illustrate the significance of these
parks being in Japan. Against the grain of western dichotomy Japan can be thought of as
a culture that is more syncretic in nature. This notion allows for a more fluid
understanding of animals and nature; and allows for unique possibilities in perception.
The culture of syncretism in Japan facilitates a both scientific and personalized framing
of animals. This combination of Japanese ideas of cuteness and nature, are not seen as
necessarily having to be in opposition. As a result, a truly rare and unique take on humananimal relations is found in Japan.
A rather unique point is raised toward the end of “The Cougar’s Tale”, this being
about the subjectivity of life experience which rejects the need to separate humans as
something more, and suggests that animals have just as unique a perspective and
experience as any human does, but that we are only ever able to experience our own life
and tend to simplify other animals subjectivity for it is something we will never
completely understand. But an awareness of universal agency can be sought just as hinted
at in the article, “Ironically, both human constructions of cougars and cougar ideas about
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people are often misleading. Moreover, they may be working at cross-purposes.” (156,
Gullo) Just as much as they may not function according to our rules, or understand us, it
is important to acknowledge that we too yet lack knowledge and insight into them. In
zoos often scientific and politically based representation is used to give authenticity and
to quantify the animals under measurable terms, whereas at monkey parks a mix of
representations are present, that serve to scientifically ground the relationships taking
place, but also to value and acknowledge the unique nature of each monkey’s being.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
In Search of Subjectivity

Collected Thoughts
Traveling to various different monkey parks and zoos in Japan granted me a wide survey
as to the diverse ways in which the Japanese macaques live. It is clear that they form their own
troops, hierarchies through which interrelations are governed. While the monkeys in these parks
definitely act different from so-called “wild” monkeys, the important factor of the experience is
that animal agency was observed.
While the provisioning of food at these parks plays a huge role into their lifestyle, they
are never predictable. Fortunately the Japanese monkeys are extremely lively, and as such
watching them provides boundless inspiration for a discussion of animal subjectivity. The
monkeys had obvious differences between parks, and were very much individuals living in their
own way. The fact that they form groups is one of many observed features that infringes on ideas
of human exclusivity. For if the reason we separate ourselves from animals is our constructed
world of cooperation, what happens to this notion when it is seen to exist in other species? The
more I watched the monkeys, the more commonalities I found between us. The different troops
of monkeys at each monkey park functioned in similar fashions, but also had unique differences
depending on various factors of living.
After an overview of my fieldwork observation and an analysis of representations
encountered, there is now opportunity to deeply explore the ways in which animals express their
agency and subjectivity in moments where they defied expectations. For instance one of the first
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monkeys I saw on my trip was a female perched up on a branch with a good view spanning from
the plateau where they were all fed, to the mountainside where the visitors approached from. She
particularly caught my attention because the manner in which she observed her surroundings.
From my perspective it seemed that she was quite curious and intent, she did not give off the
impression of watching her surroundings out of fear, but rather out of intrigue. The expression on
her face anthropomorphically appeared open-minded, unlike any I had seen on a non-human
animal before; to witness and have the honor to be considered and measured up by her gaze was
extraordinary. In doing my project I have hoped to gain an understanding of the ways in which
animals may conceive of their surroundings and particularly humans, and it was moments like
these that gave me the distinct feeling of being watched and studied. This was the first of many
points during which Japanese macaques conveyed to me a definitive sense of individuality and
personality. One after another I kept having experiences similar to this; quickly more and more
pertinent philosophical questions began to flood my mind. It was such a feeling of fulfillment to
have first-hand experience with the monkeys after studying them only through text and
photographs beforehand.
Seeking out these locations with the sole intent of developing a new perspective on the
relationships between humans and animal, I came to realize my thinking and perceptions
concerning these relations were already greatly affected by the decided approach of these
experiences as being for such a purpose. I keep these alterations in consideration when positing
theories about the human-animal relationships, so as to avoid making contrived points. I exert
effort to avoid presumption based on a desire to reach a certain outcome. Ever since my trip the
constant flow of ideas circling around the goal of conceiving animals on animals terms has
invaded my thinking in all ways possible. My thoughts and actions are now both being informed
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by my experiences of the animal as well as informing my ideas concerning animals. Since all the
questions and ideas for my project started flowing in, they have yet to stop and have completely
consumed me. When in the parks I struggled to clear my mind of my taught notions about animal
nature, in order to view animal actions purely without the burden of assumption. I tried to keep
the aims of my project from influencing my observations by staying aware of their danger to
skew observations.
Observing the monkeys with an open mind, they consistently surprised me through acting
in ways that could be considered extraordinary. It is through these eye-opening moments that
serious reimagining of animal experience is required. In documenting these occurrences an
opening is given to complicating the idea of what it means to be an animal. Furthermore this
expression of animals’ subjectivity threatens anthropocentrism by necessitating viewing animals
on their own level.
Throughout the course of my fieldwork, I unexpectedly encountered macaques
performing actions that I could not understand within the framework of standard scientific
description. I had come with the intention of developing a rich understanding of the humananimal interactions extant, but instead was confronted by a necessity to elucidate the flaws of
how animals are repeatedly diminished into objects via generalization.

Invited Empathy
The utterly unique expressions witnessed on the face of many monkeys made it easy to
see each individual as a being that could not be separated from its personality. This awareness
caused me to accept that human animal contact is just as complicated and nuanced, as interhuman relations are known to be. The first explicit example that comes to mind is the smiling
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These examples support the notion that an empathetic engagement with animals is
instrumental to reimagining human-animal interrelations. Clinton R. Sanders and Arnold Arluke
maintain this engagement in suggesting the possible effects of the proposed redefinition in their
article “If Lions Could Speak: Investigating the Animal-Human Relationship and the
Perspectives of Nonhuman Others”:
The ultimate utility of the intimate, emotionally aware, introspective,
intervention-directed, appreciative study of animals and their relationships with humans
is the promise this endeavor offers of countering the masculinist, positivist, structuralist,
reductionist view of the natural world and the place of “man” within that world.
Interpretive/ experiential involvement with the patterned exchanges between people and
animals offers an opportunity to reconstruct the world of nature. (386)

Understanding Instincts
Another moment that struck a chord in me was the sight of two injured monkeys during
my travels. I witnessed one monkey with a broken leg at Arashiyama that the keepers said was
result of falling out of tree, as well as a monkey with an injured arm at Takasakiyama. Both of
these monkeys adapted to their incapacitation and continued to push forward in their activities
despite added difficulty. The one with the broken leg crawled along dragging its limp leg behind
it as it scavenged for any leftover food on the ground not already claimed. Watching this was a
stark contrast to human society where usually much effort is exerted in helping the injured,
whereas this monkey was left to its own devices. Whether it would survive or die was an entirely
individual matter. I have often found the lives of animals to be very appealing because of their
apparent simplicity: they find meaning in life itself. But in this circumstance I was reassured in
being a human within a society where usually help is provided to those in weakened states.
Although Japanese macaque society appears cynical, this harsh attitude is a logical adaptation in
order for macaque troops to survive.
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As for the other wounded monkey, it showed an extreme effort to keep up with the other
monkeys. It compensated for its lack of mobility by walking in a bipedal manner instead of the
common quadruped stance of most Japanese macaques. This does not mean that the individual
monkey was able to achieve a feat that took millions of years of hominid evolution to emerge, in
a matter of days (as it was by no means close to being fully bipedal). It simply shows that an
individual monkey will go to great lengths to stay active and survive at all costs. It was amazing
to watch the monkey walk on two legs in spurts unconcerned with shame or embarrassment.
Seeing it walk this way made it impossible to not compare it to a human, the similarities became
even more visible. To see these two monkeys persistently dealing with their injury, it raises
many questions about the major instincts of animals. What does pain mean in animal terms, are
these observations indicative of a core fear that drives survival? Do animals have a
consciousness and or how do they think? The work of Temple Grandin can be useful in seeking
answers to these questions.
The famous doctor of animal science, who has revolutionized the livestock industry,
addresses these issues in her book Animals in Translation: Using the Mysteries of Autism to
Decode Animal Behavior. In her work she argues that her autism allows her mind to function in a
way that is much more in tune with non-human animal mentalities than the average human. In
engaging the question of difference of how animals understand the world versus humans,
Grandin argues that animals experience an attention to detail which the average human animal
lacks, “When an animal or an autistic person is seeing the real world instead of his idea of the
world that means he’s seeing detail … animals see details people don’t see. They are totally
detail-oriented. That’s the key” (31). This statement on its surface appears to state a clear
difference between human and animal subjectivities. But with closer analysis it is worth noting
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that in grouping autistic people with animals, she is hinting that since autistic people are humans,
the separation between human and animal is not clear-cut. This can be extended to children
considering their state as not yet mature humans, as further bridging the gap between human and
animal perceptions. Through such analysis it seems a legitimate connection to posit that Grandin
is not necessarily making a distinction between human and animal perspectives, but rather
between culturally learned and experientially ingrained expectations versus an unrestrained view
of reality. This is supported explicitly in the text, “it’s practically impossible for a human being
to actually see something brand-new in the first place … Humans are built to see what they’re
expecting to see, and it’s hard to expect to see something you’ve never seen” (51). This is not to
say definitively that this human difference is entirely a constructed feature, certainly there is
some biological basis for the way the human mind rationalizes its surroundings based on
comparison with past knowledge. Also in the realm of average adult humans where societies
structure is considered central to existence, it is not a far claim to make in saying that people
overlook details in favor of our focus on the abstract or big ideas (Grandin’s term for this being
“abstractification”). This is a particularly relevant insight into a characteristic I have attempted
to overcome in the context of this project; where I have tried to reset my conceptions of animals
based on observation of the details of individual monkeys. Nevertheless the frequent return to
philosophical repercussions in the work is a testament to my still present “abstractification”. In
making this distinction Grandin further illustrates her opinion of animal consciousness; she
believes that thought does not necessitate language. She cites her own photographic mind as
analogous to the ways in which animals may think, in a manner of sensory perception.
In terms of fear and pain, Temple Grandin deeply engages the existence of these senses in
animals. She contends that through reflecting on research about biological differences in brain
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structure, that fear has a much greater effect on an animal than pain. Non-human animals are
shown to exhibit pain, but apparently it is not considered to be very debilitating (190). This falls
in line with the story of the two injured monkeys, as they were seen to continue about their life
with no sign of suffering apparent. She suggests that since fear is completely essential to survival,
especially in prey animals, that it is the dominating factor in their livelihoods. She then provides
an explanation of how to understand fear on animal terms
So I think a good way to try to get inside an animal’s head, to the extent that’s even
possible, is to be constantly asking yourself, “How would I feel if what I were looking at right
now was something I’d never laid eyes on before in my life? (221)
Fear is extremely powerful and it may be argued that it is the only true drive behind all living
things. Always observing monkeys and humans through this perspective has profoundly changed
the way I view and conceive of all life. Constantly grappling with the deep questions of what
drives life has caused both animals to seem more human, and for humans to appear to be more
animal.
The deeper I get into this project, the more it has consumed my thinking with regards to
all matters. Everywhere I go I watch the nuances of people that express their true being. I
constantly observe people and cannot avoid developing an image of them as anything other than
an animal just like all else that lives. All of this thinking continues to deconstruct the image of
humans as being something more than animals. The more and more search that is done into the
question of what separates the human from animal, the less it seems that such a wide division
exists. In trying to notice differences between the two, more often than not connections and
similarities are found instead. Every day watching people eat I notice the manner in which they
look around defensively after each bite, a base instinct of fear to check one’s surroundings for
danger while eating; an innate desire to protect oneself from recognition of being in a vulnerable
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situation. I saw the same actions in my observations of the Japanese macaques. They would
generally move away from others to eat their food in safety, and constantly scanned their
surroundings for possible threats.

Incredible Curiosity
One of the most incredible occurrences on my entire trip was at Takasakiyama Monkey
Park. I was with my host mother standing at the edge of the central gathering area where the
monkeys were fed. We watched as they all nearly stampeded after the keeper as he threw out
food, the herd gradually calmed down as each monkey settled on a spot to contently collect food
and stuff their cheeks. Once satisfied with their fill each monkey would often run off and find a
safe place to eat more in security. As the feeding frenzy died down I watched the monkeys return
to their normal activities, many gathered back into huddle groups or participated in long
grooming chains as snow quietly fell throughout the park. Many of the baby monkeys gathered
with females around the warm burning stove and also went to play on the mini jungle gym
complete with a bamboo swing that many babies could sit upon. That area was called the baby
monkeys’ nursery school; this park had the most conscious effort to incorporate cute culture into
the presentation of the monkeys through a highly constructed landscape. It was certainly the park
visited that was most commercial and centered on the tourist experience.
Miho and I decided that we were ready to leave considering that we had been at the park
for a few hours and the park was closing soon anyway. I hesitated to leave for a few minutes
longer however; I never wanted to stop watching all of the interesting unique monkeys running
around. I noticed a young male that was no more than 3 or 4 years old grooming a companion,
and suddenly while I watched he stopped grooming the other monkey and started to run in my
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direction. I was sure that it was going to run through my legs as many were witnessed doing
beforehand. Caught completely off guard I was astounded to look down and see that he had
embraced my leg.

The only picture I managed to get of the curious one on my leg.

It was a completely surreal moment to have a young monkey clinging to my leg tightly
wrapped as if holding on for dear life. I could not make sense of what the intention was for the
monkey’s actions, or what was going on in his mind. Everyone was surprised at the sight of this
monkey tightly wrapped around my leg. I will never forget what it felt like, or when our gazes
met when I looked down at the same time that he looked up and we locked eyes for a moment. It
felt like in those short few seconds we were in complete understanding of each other, and I was
in a state of such disbelief that it felt time was frozen. I felt so alive, and I couldn’t help but hope
that this monkey had approached me out of some inner knowledge of my intent as a researcher
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seeking to understand animals on their own terms. I of course reject the divining of any real
meaning behind this brief interaction other than as a coincidence that resulted in a unique shared
experience; something about me drew the attention of that particular young macaque to me. The
keepers mentioned that an occurrence like that happening is rather rare, and many visitors took
quick cell phone pictures of the monkey on my leg. Miho was very excited to see this special
moment in which all barriers between human and animal were dissolved, literally. In this one
very fleeting instant all of my research felt entirely validated, I was completely confirmed in my
decision to pursue this topic. Miho encouraged me, mentioning that the monkey knew that I was
a good person, and that it was trying to tell me “帰らないでください”, or “Please don’t
leave!” Finally after a few fast minutes the monkey let go and ran to go join another group of
monkeys huddling not more than a few feet away.
It is very difficult to read into the meaning of this moment without making huge
assumptions, but this rare meeting was definitely a catalyzing moment in my research. I began to
feel a real personal transition into a completely new understanding of animals, throwing aside all
the frameworks of previously held views on what it means to be an animal. Referring back to
Temple Grandin’s work, this monkey’s actions might be explained as an expression of curiosity,
“What’s interesting about animals being curiously afraid is that it’s the most fearful animals who
are also the most curious. You’d think it would be the exact opposite” (222). In accord with the
nature of young Japanese macaques, perhaps this monkey too, was inexperienced and thus still
couldn’t resist exploring its curiosity of the unknown. Though given the circumstances it seems
more realistic to say that maybe it just mistook my presence for another monkey. Regardless of
the search for the reasons behind such an occurrence, I can say for sure that I will never forget
that experience. The occasion still seems too good to be true, and even this process of recounting
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it feels like accessing a past dream rather than a memory. The very choice of the monkey to
approach me is baffling, and it is the utterly unexpected nature of the encounter through which
the monkey displayed complete subjectivity and agency in its boundary defying action. As far as
understanding animals on their own terms goes, in this particular case the monkey had complete
volition in determining the terms of engagement.

Leisurely Activity and Evolutionary Reflections
The last observations of subjective monkeys that deserve elaboration are the two separate
times during which I witnessed monkeys playing with rocks. I observed an older female picking
up rocks and stacking them on top of each other to occupy herself for brief moments before
feeding time at Takasakiyama Monkey Park. Afterwards I noticed a younger baby monkey
attempt to pick up the same rocks and imitate what the female did. It was so adorable to watch it
fail at picking up the rocks since it wasn’t strong enough yet to lift their weight. A clear sign of
how skills and cultures are taught down through the generations among macaque society. The
image of the monkeys using the rocks immediately evokes imagery of tool use in primates,
although it is interesting considering that the Japanese macaques have barely if ever been seen
using rocks as anything other than for recreation.
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The macaques themselves have not yet been seen to use these rocks as tools to break nuts, but
only for recreation. Nevertheless this loaded imagery brings to the forefront many broader
animal questions of defining intelligence and evolution, which through their engagement serve to
complicate the state of human animal relations. The questions provoked include wonderment
into the meaning of intelligence in terms of animals, as well as how anthropocentrism can be
justified when analyzing animals as individuals.
Too often we cite our intelligence as being something that makes us clearly special and
instrumental in shaping the course of the earth. Even though such thought can lead to lifestyles
that respect all life, in the end our intelligence may end up doing more damage to our survival
rather than ensuring it.
With knowledge about hominid development and considering evolution, intelligence can
be understood differently. There is a tendency for people to believe that humanity represents the
pinnacle of evolution. However evolution is not something that acts in a linear fashion. It is
better understood as nature experimenting and adapting. It is easy to feel that humans have
become so widespread because we are most evolved and are also therefore most successful. But
evolution is a branching process with no goals, developing intelligence is just one way in which
some animals have developed to better survive. There is no right or wrong in evolution,
intelligence is not the solution or the correct path. In fact it can be considered that our
intelligence has reached a point where it is proving to be a failed adaptation, as our cleverness
has allowed us to control our lives to such an extent that we have become self-destructive. We
have developed technology to the extent that we have reduced the need to use our physical
bodies and are now a physically weakening species. Our effect upon the environment and the
earth is clear, it can be put to debate whether or not we have an obligation to make efforts to
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reverse this effect. But in the end we are also destroying our own existence, and generally a
species does not intentionally destroy itself.
Often there is a pastoral attitude that arises regarding humans as caretakers of the earth,
but this furthers a belief that because of our “unique consciousness” of the world, we somehow
have a responsibility to oversee its continued existence. Is it not arrogant to believe that because
we are trying to find meaning in the earth, that we know what is best for it: that we have
permission to take charge of the future by interfering with other life based on our own feelings?
This is not to say that we should ignore damage done to the earth and continue on a destructive
path, but rather acknowledgement that in the end we are just living things on earth, and like all
else here, not divine beings. In this project I hope that my writing can help to convey a sense of
humility onto humans by expressing our connection with the rest of nature and by wrestling with
notions of human exceptionalism. With the great amount of intangible thought that we exerted
into trying to understand the greater questions of life, it is easy to lose sight of the fact that we
too are mere beings with small weak bodies fighting to survive by eating, resting, excreting, and
reproducing like all other life.
After such philosophical speculation reflecting upon observed transgressive action, a
comparison with and analysis of the work of Jane Goodall and her ex-husband Hugo VanLawick in their book Innocent Killers is pertinent in considering the methods involved in
successful animal centered research. Just as agency is displayed in surprising moments,
Goodall’s work attends to similar goals of complicating our understanding of animals. Through
detailing accounts of specific animals, subjectivity comes to the forefront and forces the reader to
reconsider presumptions. Goodall gives a succinct distinction of how her work takes on the
challenge of presenting the unique animal experience:
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Perhaps it is no coincidence that so many observations of Africa’s animal killers, the
carnivores, are related to their predatory behavior, particularly to their killing techniques
… We chose to study them not because they kill but because they are intelligent animals
with a fascinating social life. (14)
Situating extraordinary macaque moments among the theory of Jane Goodall gives a real sense
of credibility to the aims of such research. This quote emphasizes how in her own research, it is
clear that perceptions of animals deserve a much closer inspection and greater consideration for
their complexities. Much like the monkeys were all seen to embody unique personality traits in
their behavior, a parallel is made in Goodall’s work on hyenas:
We became fascinated more by the animals themselves, by their individual characters,
their obvious intelligence. We found that it was often possible to recognize individuals
not only from their colouring patterns but also from traits in their behavior.(29)
Goodall’s work is remarkable in its use of language as well as its detailed accounts of individual
animals, especially considering that observation of them was conducted in the wild. It is exciting
to consider that given a longer period of research perhaps a much more nuanced understanding
could be produced upon individual monkeys via close research.

Post-Project Overview
As a result of the look at all the particular instances in which animals break through our
accepted knowledge of how they behave, a newfound respect is found. As moments of animals
actively engaging in our world are made apparent, it is difficult not to form a new perspective on
the role animals play in our lives. With personality and consciousness clearly present in many
animals, the task of viewing them as mere data and objects becomes impossible. It is the hope
and intent of this project that the reader will feel challenged to reconsider the way they think
about animals.
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Barbara Noske provides a wonderful statement in which some of the main intents of this
project are articulated:
One sometimes encounters the idea that non-human nature, including animals, is out there
passively waiting for us to construct it materially and conceptually. It is implied that our concept
of nature is the only thing real and that it is therefore up us humans to decide what we want
nature to be, Such a view totally overlooks the possible existence of other realities apart from the
human one, and the meanings that animals impose upon their world, a world which may or may
not include us! (159)
Like this research suggests, the only way animals can accurately be portrayed and engaged with
is through a description of their actions. Through the elucidation of subjectivity in animals, it is
all too clear that animals do not exist in a static world devoid of reality. They are living beings in
the world with emotions and perspectives, just as relevant as our own. A look at the world from
the perspective of post-humanity can be useful in radically breaking down the priorities of
humans that stem from the notion of dominance over other animal life. Imagining the world
without humans is a useful image for engaging philosophical questions regarding human
existence. This line of thinking can illuminate how animals despite alleged difference, are living
among us in the same world, a world that the human has such a stake in.
My intent and hope for this project is that it imparts a sense of wonder and curiosity into
the world of animals onto the reader. Nothing would be a more-desired reaction than for people
to feel encouraged and perhaps even inspired to make a more frequent habit out of observing
animals. With such efforts perhaps my arguments for reimagining animals as subjective beings
with important lives can be made true for some in reflection. I believe that an unhindered
reimaging of animal boundaries can open up room for a new animal interaction through which
the human is made to feel more humbled by the presence of animals. Furthermore it is hoped that
a unique look has been given of animals as animals and humans as creators who place arbitrary
structure onto their lives. The relationship between humans and animals in Japan is seen to be
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quite complicated. This work extends an invitation for the reader to participate in the goal of
understanding animals’ subjective experience. And it is wished that doing so could bring about
radical reinvention of perspectives. Temple Grandin expresses similar intents in the ending of her
book “I do know people can learn to “talk” to animals, and to hear what animals have to say,
better than they do now. I also know that a lot of times people who can talk to animals are
happier than people who can’t” (307).

Issues of Language
Throughout the writing of this project, the language and vocabulary used when referring
to human and animal was an extremely difficult task to decide upon. An entire project could
have focused on questions of language and terminology. But in order to meet my goals in this
project, most words were used with their standard definitions. For example nature and wild were
used with their common meanings derived from human exceptionalism. Instead of writing a
project that would have been overwhelmed by defining a new vocabulary of speaking about
animals. Just a little bit of freedom was used to subvert standard barriers reinforced by the
ubiquitous anthropocentric vocabulary. I frequently referred to animals in the plural in order to
continue with the ideas advocated by Goodall:
But to us, this use of the singular suggests that the individuality of each animal in the group is
being ignored. It implies to us, that every lion is just a lion … or even a gathering of man? And
so, quite deliberately, Hugo and I refer to a group of animals in the plural. (32)
I found this argument to be rather convincing and not a detriment to the readability of the text,
and therefore decided to appropriate such a technique in my own writing. The intention of
emphasizing individuality and subjectivity of all animals was taken into consideration
throughout the writing. On the other hand, I intentionally used the word human in its singular
form when speaking of the whole species, or discussed humans in objective terms to emphasize
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the way animals are often discussed as objects. It is hoped that in making these choices, the
fallacy of simplifying any living thing to object status is exposed.
Another technique commonly used by Japanese primatologists and Jane Goodall, is the
naming of animal subjects, as Goodall writes, “the vivid personalities of Mrs Brown, the old
hyena mother, or Jason the golden jackal, or Ghengis the leader of the wild dog pack” (30).
This method was not used in my writing only because I feel that since my observations of these
individual monkeys were only based on individual days of research. If I did name them then I
would be randomly assigning a name to a monkey that I could in no way have an accurate
picture of its full personality.
When so much of the project is involved with defining new grounds from which to
perceive of animals, it is no surprise that terminology became an obstacle that had to be carefully
negotiated. In order to viscerally respond to the issue of language when speaking on the terms of
animals, I decided to end the project with an unconventional but relevant creative piece. This
piece stands as a short story that expresses the key ideas of the project through an immersive
first-person monkey perspective.
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Epilogue
Tree Limbs
Fearlessly I run, Fearlessly I run down the hill. Skipping every other root. Soon I will be
near and the group will call out, for their friend, me. Above the sun reaches through the clouds
and I see my path clear out ahead of me. If I keep up the pace I will be secure and satisfied yet
again. I had strayed from the group in search of better supply, but found that without the help of
my family, I had difficulty. The great open green I found was host to a trove of treats, without
pause at the sight of such beauty I seized the unexpected gift and indulged in the mighty fruit. It
sated my thirst and filled the precise void my craving developed. The fruit devoured, I began the
journey back, back to the troop.
Quickly I bolt to the nearest rock and scale it, nobody is visible, but I hear our call
echoing across the valley. The prospect of regrouping was so hopeful, there was no longer I
could wait to be in company once again. Future journeys to be had were all around, but I am
determined to return. A bright branch catches my glance as I rush tirelessly. How could it have
been that I managed to stray so far? Has my spot been filled, surely they would welcome me
back and respect the success I had found on my excursion. My feet are never able to keep up
with the level of anticipation that courses throughout my body all the time, for what is next. Back
in known land, I effortlessly hop over one puddle and then across a stream. A slitherer wrenches
out from beneath my feet as I land, but nothing scares me! I am nearly back in the group. Back at
home food is sometimes scarce, but we comforted each other through all the times of dearth and
there was no task we could not achieve if we work together.
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Over a mound of dense sticks I spot a squad of friends returning back from the waterfall,
gleefully I call out to them to announce my return. Comforted to know that I am near to our
beloved mountain of generosity. From the security of the mountain, our entire livelihood is
centered. Time to take a break and eat this cheek nut I’ve been saving. I de-shell it with my teeth
and savor the fulfillment in each nibble. The flesh of the glorious nut crushed perfectly and
immediately reminds me of the sumptuous bounty the fruit had provided me. Nothing else
matters but the nut, it is nourishment, life provides life.
My family sings a welcoming for my successful return, back into our order nestled on the
mountain along the creek. Numbers have dwindled; scarcity is taking a fair toll. I can finally rest
and extract the hard shelled one clinging to my fur. My fur must be pure. Hanging onto a nearby
branch, I can manage to pluck all the earth out from my prized body. I wonder where that noise
is coming from, drop out of the branch and land into the soft ground at the edge of the creek. Oh
what wonder to see another slitherer as it wistfully drifts downstream, in search.
Friends fall, yet the group keeps going. Nothing stops us, all we know to do is to not give
up. None of us have any ownership onto anything than ourselves. The winged ones perch on our
shoulders as we watch them dance along the ponds surface. The feast is always shared by all in
the never ending search. Different nectars but always for the same purpose. Living is ecstasy for
me, each moment I become more and more aware of the world around me, and accept its
absurdity. Struggling to survive our group comforts keep us strong and I never regret what is not
under my control. I attend to those around me for in hopes of bringing pleasant experiences to
my allies, and of course in hopes of attaining more reputation and of course more priority when
bounty is encountered. Taking turns I go around grooming and cleaning other group members,
what bliss to be able to relax and devote all worries to comfort.
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After a wonderful massage, nothing entertains me more than harvesting and rolling
mudstones for throwing. The sound of them hitting the water imitates the noises heard by the
waterfall. I pick up fallen twigs and perch them on my favorite spot by the creek, each one
representing a different tree I have visited in the path. There are always new trees to be found,
each one as unique as any of us. They all offer a new gaze of the lush forest within which our
lives are built. No matter the haste of rebirth, it seems we will never be able to find enough food
to satiate our endless desire. The fight for resources is always a struggle, as the supply available
is never sufficient. We follow a structure of priority among our family which functions as a
means to preventing panic. This order succeeds at keeping the group together but we always
know that nothing is set, I expect nothing and living each moment as dire keeps me strong.
Another troop of relatives are leaving in search of a new home, perhaps it is time to let go
of the mountain. It shows us generosity, but our greed has left it with nothing left to give. I
scurry along the ground picking each piece of grain knowing that our time has come, to move out,
in search of new lands and experience. Our stay on this mountain has run its course. I leave it
regretfully, but it is necessary to do so. New journeys lie in wait for a time when there is plenty
again. I constantly glance from eye to eye of each my fellow troop members. However each time
I take a glance there are less and less of my friends. It is always a blur, each moment of my life is
simultaneous and separate. I see every nut ever eaten, friend ever groomed, rock ever climbed,
and take pride in my strength.
Much must be sacrificed and conquered in order to continue, as I set out again back into
the open. The sight of a sea of slitherers captivates me, it seems that the dearth of the mountain is
beginning to affect all. One of them is getting closer, I must run, but the sight is truly stirring. I
cannot move, step, step, step, but something is dragging. My leg is not moving how I want it to. I
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need to get back on my search for fruit but I am incapacitated. That slitherer must have been
desperate, hoping to gain life by borrowing some of mine. I am about strike back, but suddenly a
loud cry pierces through the mountainside. Everything stops for a moment, frozen by fear, I set
out in the direction of the sound, perhaps more fruit will be found.
The noises only continue to gain in volume as I push forward in search of a new life.
Each leaf and stem on all the moss under my foot quivers with each step I take up the hill. I
trudge on as the last of my family splits away out of sight. I follow my drive, my pride does not
let me stop. I must continue to eat as much food as I can, feasting has gotten me to where I am,
and its draw will pull me to the very end.
Hobbling out onto the once open green, I am shocked to find no traces of the mighty
fruits I had spotted for later use. I am limitless but the feast is not. I notice tracks of my friends,
they must have passed through here as well, but where did they go? This environment is unlike
any I have known in my life. And I pride myself as the fearless, always ready, and proud
adventurer. In a weakened state already all I can think of is the generous mountain. It had finally
run out of generosity, we were no longer welcome. Leaving it I realize now that maybe it was
our last bastion of hope. The rest of the land has already been expired by others who fled before.
The branches are falling from the last trees, and the bodies of life return to a state of immobility.
The land will continue to exist, but our eyes will no longer be open, to witness and appreciate its
euphoric beauty.
Suddenly from behind a pile of branches, one of them appears. We call them by many
names, but none do justice to describe the power they have. We believe that their presence is
everywhere, though often they go into hiding. I call them Starers, for their ceaseless gaze never
ceases to intimidate and pierce through us. It is believed that they have found a way to live
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without feasting. A task thought impossible, their existence is a mystery. Always they watch me
as I run around, but they rarely approach, truly curious. I have noticed them taking some of our
supplies in past, even though they never used them. Our numbers have often been governed by
their doings, but it seems that there is no longer anything left to take. Maybe it approaches me to
give back what it took?
Could it be bringing me fruit, does it want to share one last feast together as we watch the
limbs break, fall, and crumble? My own limb is lost, and the world sits prepared to rest as it
collects our pieces. The Watcher collapses in front of me and the creek begins to flow out of his
seeing eyes as they close. I am free from their gaze once and for all, but in this moment I look
around hoping to spot someone. My sight widens to take in everything around; my vision
encompasses all and nothing. All around me the corpses lie of my fellow feasters, their flesh
melting, leaving only bones. I feel no more senses, no more journeys, without a troop and a feast
I am nothing. Nothing but the object the watcher viewed us as, they had the same name for all of
us. They call us Monkey. The watchers played games with the world until it abandoned them.
They never could conceive of the world without them, but now the unknown is left, dream and
reality are merging. I pick up the bones of my family and arrange them in the ground like the
little forests I used to make, to remember. A graveyard is marked. The decay is claiming all
beings to the world’s final cemetery. I lean back and look up at the tree where the perfect fruit
once bloomed. Its nectar has dried out; its last movement will be its fall to the ground. I cry out
a scream for the mountain, and close my eyes on the image of falling tree limbs.
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